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Abstract
Data. It can range from a single item to an exhaustive array of samples. It may be as
simple as a binary label or as complex as a set of high dimensional vectors. It may be
comparable by distance, by order, or not at all. In general, data is a term that encompasses
a wide gamut. While specific data types vary in makeup and comparability, the common
denominator is that it is always possible to take two elements of a data set and determine
how dissimilar they are to some degree. The purpose of this thesis is to use that
dissimilarity to arrange data into structured layouts in which each item occupies a unique
cell. These layouts are meant to be simple, minimal, and free of occlusion. Three nove l
algorithms for this type of data arrangement are proposed. The first is an amalgamation
of the Self-Organizing Map and the k-d tree. It builds a semi-structured layout that is later
refined. It performs admirably but requires intermediary steps making it lack the speed
necessary for scalability. The second algorithm, called the Self-Sorting Map, is new and
is inspired by techniques from the field of dimension reduction. It approaches the
problem from a sorting perspective and generates minimal, occlusion-free layouts from
all types of data directly. It is fast, scalable, and parallel. The third algorithm transforms
the problem from minimiz ing local dissimilarity, like the others, to maximizing global
correlation. Entitled the Max Correlation Map, it is simpler and more robust than its
counterparts. Throughout this thesis the three algorithms are analyzed and app lied.
Creative organizations of images, articles, and cities show the practical worth of
organizing data into structured layouts.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Data comes in many forms. Raw high dimensional data is hard for human beings to
understand. Our visual and analytical systems are brilliantly engineered to make sense of
and extract patterns from complex pictures, yet they are ill-equipped to deal with tables
of numbers directly. For this reason researchers have been trying for years to come up
with better approaches to visualization to facilitate data understanding [45] . Many
powerful algorithms have been designed to reveal the underlying structures of input data
[39]. Due to the output of these techniques being unconstrained, complex interfaces are
sometimes required for users to explore the results. This often limits the use of these
techniques to experienced users only.
There are a host of techniques for displaying data of all kinds. Typically if data is of
a hierarchical nature, trees are favored; if data is connected, graphs are used; if data is
tabular, grids are favored; and if data is multidimensional it is projected into a space that
can be readily visualized, like 2D or 30, and then displayed in some interactive way. The
first three are instances of structured layouts. The idea of organizing data into a structured
layout is what is studied here.
Common problems when attempting to visualize data, especially a lot of it, are those
of scope, focus, and occlusion. When data spans a broad range, it is hard to know exactly
what things to show and what to leave out at different leve ls of detail. Things need to be
summarized at different levels to accommodate users so that they are presented a

reasonable scope of information. The center of attention and the context surrounding it
are key factors in how quickly someone can make connections between data and fmd
what they are looking for, no matter where they start in the visualization. Creating
smooth paths between data facilitates easy transition of focus as users guide themselves
toward their goals. When a rendering space is saturated with data it is hard for things not
to overlap, especially if the data items require a portion of the available screen space to
be differentiated from others; for example when labeling is required or the items are
images. Normally working around occlusion in these circumstances requires interactivity
so t hat things can be translated, rotated, and scaled. Scaling requires collapsing of regions
of data into representative items. If not, and things are zoomed by the size instead, they
can shrink out ofview or grow over each other.
A simple approach to addressing the issues of scope, focus, and occlusion is
presenting data to viewers in a predictably structured layout like a tree, graph, or table.
We see tables displaying data often. For instance, search results, photo albums, operating
system file browsers, and many more use tables. The 2D grid layout of tables can help
users to memorize the location of particular data items to facilitate re-finding. However,
without an intuitive way of sorting the data, finding a data item for the first time requires
the users to linearly scan through the table, which can be time consuming.

1.1

Motivation

This thesis presents novel ways of automatically laying out data using dissimilarity
into structures where each item occupies a unique cell. Layouts with this property are
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referred to as structured layouts here. Based on the key constraint of a one to one item to
cell mapping, when an organization is complete, the structure of items has the appealing
property that it can be visualized directly; see Figure 1. Organizations of data into
structured layouts should exhibit the property that proximity reflects similarity, in the
sense that like items are close together and unlike items are separated. A I D grid
structure with I D numerical data items should be sorted comparatively to exhibit this
property. As dimensionality increases in either the structure or the data, the processes
proposed still strive to maintain this property. Optimally finding a solution to this
arrangement problem is intractable, but by using a course-to-fine-grained method and
some approximation, near-optimal solutions can be obtained in a fraction of the time
required by brute force enumeration ofthe so lution space. The techniques described work
with any data over which a dissimilarity measure is defined. This measure should tell
how unrelated two data items are, thus giving an idea of how far apart they should
appear. For instance, distance measures like Manhattan, Euclidean, cosine similarity, and
shortest path are useful for vector data. Using the relative dissimilarities of items, a
structured layout can be generated. Using the principle that proximity shou ld reflect
similarity, the layouts produced are expected to be simple and intuitive to help ordinary
users find the data they desire quickly without any learning curve.
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Figure I :

Presenting the weather of 20 key cities in North America. Top: Two presentations used by the
AccuWeather (http://www.accuweather.com/en/north-america-weather). Bottom: Cities are
arranged into a grid layout by a combination of country membership and geographic location .
(a) Directly positioning the cities using their geographic coordin ates causes occlusions, forcing
users to interact with the map. (b) Sorting the cities lexicographically by their names into a 2D
grid allows particular cities to be found quickly, but makes it diffi cult to grasp regional weather
trends. (c) Arranging cites by country and location similarity in a 2D grid structure promotes
quick findin g without loss of the weather trend information. This layout is also valuable in
situation s where interaction is diffi cult or th ere is none like on a mobile device or a public
billboard.

To describe it formally, the data organization prob lem is transformed into the
following labeling pro blem : Let

.n

be a set of data, for which a dissim ilarity measure

o(·,·) is defined. Further assume that the dissimilarity satisfi es the following constraints:

o(s, s)

= 0,

o(s, t) ;:::: 0, and o(s, t)

layout M with m (m ;::::

lfll) cells,

= o(t, s)

for Vs, t E fl . Now g iven a struct ured

where the distance between cells is defined by the

structure, the o bjective is to assign each data item s E
fo llowing no rma lized cross-correlatio n is maximized:
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.n a

unique cell L 5 , such that the

argmax
L

" ' (IIP(L 5 ) - P(Lt)ll- P)(o(s, t)~

where P(x) is the location of cell x in the structured layout.

items.

CJp

and

CJ0

(1)

O"pO"()

Vs,tEfl

between any two assigned cells and

8)

8

P is

the mean distance

is the mean dissimilarity between any two data

are the corresponding standard deviation values which normalize the

correlation to the range (-1, 1]. 11·11 is a distance measure that is layout dependent. For
instance, a tabular grid might use Euclidean distance while a tree could use shortest path.
The result of the above maximization places data items that are more related to each
other closer together in the layout, and vice versa. Hence, it attempts to organize the data
based on the topology defined by 8 and within the space and structural constraints of M.
If

D.

is sufficiently small then it may suffice to evaluate every possible labeling

assignment and determine the one giving the highest correlation. However, since the
number of possible assignments is a function of the factorial of
becomes intractable as

ID.I

ID.I

the problem soon

increases. In these instances an efficient method that finds a

near optimal solution is needed. This work presents the details of some algorithms that
achieve that end with varying degrees of speed and accuracy.

1.2

Contributions and Overview

The core contribution of this thesis is a set of novel algorithms for organizing data
into structured layouts; in essence these algorithms sort multi-dimensional data into
mult i-dimensional structures. The mainstay ofthe layouts generated by these algorithms
is the property that proximity should reflect similarity and every item occupies a unique
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layout cell. Structured layouts produced with this property can be visualized directly
without any occlusion. Applications and evaluations are provided and discussion on the
merit of each technique with respect to the results is also given.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as the follows: Chapter 2 discusses
foundational work that influences, or is closely related to, the work presented throughout
this thesis. It includes sections on dimension reduction and information visualization.
Chapter 3 presents the first algorithm for organizing data into structured layouts. It is
a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) based method. This is the preliminary work that inspires
the methods that follow.
The next algorithm in Chapter 4 is entitled the Self-Sorting Map (SSM). It is a multidata, multi-dimensional pseudo-sorting algorithm. If a dissimilarity measure can be
defined over the set of input items, the algorithm can run on them. It is flexible and fast,
and delivers high quality data organizations in a directly useable form. Chapter 4 includes
a theoretical complexity analysis of the algorithm and the speedup achievable through
parallelization. To complement the analysis, actual benchmarks are given for quantitative
evaluation.
The final algorithm in Chapter 5 is called the Max Correlation Map (MCM). It
approaches the organization of data items in a structured layout in the same way as the
SSM but optimizes directly on the overall correlation described in Equation (I). It is
simpler and more robust than its predecessor and produces better results more
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consistently as well. The down side is a loss of parallelism and a longer overall runtime,
but often the tradeoff of quality for speed can be warranted depending on the data.
In their respective chapters, the algorithms are each evaluated and discussed. Their
benefits and impediments are described with respect to their performances in organizing
colors and images. Organizing 30 colors in 20 is the baseline experiment since the
results of organizations of colors are relatively easy to visualize and evaluate. The Lab
color space is used since the Euclidean distance between Lab color vectors represents the
perceived similarity between their colors [23]. Since just arranging colors does not
provide grounded real-world results on which to base initial comparative conclusions,
arranging images using visual similarities and contextual metadata is the second
evaluator m these sections. Organizing images based on visual [53] and conceptual
similarities [55] and presenting them in a coherent layout has been proven to be useful
and practical with regards to search [54]. Organizing images also introduces new
challenges. The first major challenge is acquiring a set of images; the second is
transforming those images into data that the algorithms can work with. The
transformation process is described in the respective sections of the chapters but the
acquisition of images is common to both. The images are obtained by pulling the top
results from an expanded query. The "concept information" of each image is considered
to be the sub-query the individual images were obtained with. A more elaborate
description of the query expansion process can be found in the Appendix.
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Chapter 6 is dedicated to some test applications of the algorithms. It contains the
results of organizing different data types including artificial data, images, textures,
Wikipedia articles, and cities.
Chapter 7 concludes the work with an overview of what the proposed algorithms
bring to the field of data organization.
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Chapter 2 Background
The techniques developed and examined throughout this thesis have their roots in the
field of dimension reduction. They have the ability to take a variety of data types as input
and generate structured layouts that provide a means of information visualization.
Relevant background in these areas is expanded upon in the sections that follow.

2.1

Dimension Reduction

Dimensionality reduction transforms high-dimensional data into a meaningful
representation at a lower dimensionality. What we want is for the reduced representation
to correspond to the intrinsic dimensionality, or topology, of the original data. This means
we look for the minimum number of parameters needed to account for the observed
properties of the data [ 14]. There are a number of techniques that have approached the
dimension reduction problem from a variety of angles. Some emphasize on the global
properties ofthe data and others on the local ones. These techniques have been surveyed
extensively [6, 60]. What follows is a general discussion of some of the distinctive
methods that define the different styles of reduction.
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [26] is an established and popular technique
for linear data dimension reduction. It attempts to find a linear transformation (a lower
dimensional linear basis) using the covariance matrix ofthe data. Once a transformation
matrix is found, the original data is mapped to a low dimensional space via the new basis.
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PCA works under the assumption the underlying data is linear so that the needed
transformation matrix can be found .
The non-linear counterpart of PCA in terms of age and popularity is the manifold
learning technique named Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [4, 35]. It is often used to
map data onto a 20 or 30 space for visualization. Given the function IS, defining the
dissimilarity between every pair of data items, the goal of MDS is to find a set of vectors
{x11

... ,

x 111 } E ~N for the set of items I that minimizes the cost function:

(2)

Intuitively, the set of vectors should model the relative similarity between the data
items as positions in ~N. Since this is posed as a least squares optimization problem, an
approximate solution can be found using variety of techniques; generally gradient descent
is used. A notable variation of the MDS is Sammon's mapping [42] . It attempts to
minimize a different non-linear cost function that aims to preserve small distances :

(3)

The difference between MDS and the Isomap [56], Maximum Variance Unfold ing
[64], and Diffusion maps [31] techniques is that they modify the data's Euclidean
distances in attempts to improve their reductions. Manipulating the distances has the
potential to better unfold underlying manifolds in the data [60]. Other global techniques
like a non- linear kernel variant of PCA [64] and neural network based approaches [20]
are also proposed, which have been applied to dimension reduction with success.
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The next family of techniques emphasizes the local properties of data and assumes
that if they are represented accurately than the global information will be retained
implicitly. Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [41] and Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(SNE) [19] are two popular methods for local-based high-to-low dimensional embedding.
The basic idea is that a set ofweights (LLE) or neighborhood probabilities (SNE) that are
derived from the high dimensional data points can be used to guide the solution of the
low dimensional set of embedded points. LLE does this by solving for the matrix of
weights W using a linear system set up from each point' s neighbors (closest K points) to
itself in the high dimensional space. The least squares error equation for this is the
following:

(4)

Next, W is fixed and then the embedded low dimensional vectors {Yv ... , y 111 } E IR\N
for each data item point are found using the same formulation:

(5)

The assumption is that locally, in the high dimensional space, the data points can be
described as linear combinations of their neighborhood of data points. With this in mind,
LLE finds a low dimensional embedding that is a combination of linear clusters. SNE
applies the same idea to a set of probabilities that define how likely a g iven data point
will choose another data point as its neighbor. Gradient descent is then used to align the
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probabilities of the high and low dimensional data. A common problem with these
techniques is so-called "crowding", where distant points in the original high dimensional
space with no close neighbors collapse those points that are close together in the center of
the low dimensional output. t-SNE [59] is a variant of SNE that addresses this problem
by introducing a repulsion factor.
Laplacian Eigenmaps [2] and Local Tangent Space Analysis [67] have the same goal
as LLE of producing a local property oriented low dimensional embedding. The first uses
a graph neighborhood and eventually the graph Laplacian. The second assumes that if
there is local linearity in the data than there is a linear mapping from the high
dimensional representation to its loca l tangent space. Both use their respective matrices to
solve for eigenvectors that will eventually become the reduced space.
When input data can be represented as vectors in a high-dimensional space, rather
than just a matrix of dissimilarities, the MDS problem degenerates into the so-called
Multidimensional Projection (MDP) problem [37]. A well-known MDP technique is the
Self-Organizing Map (SOM), which indirectly maps input vectors of N dimensions to
positions in the map [29, 30]. An SOM consists of a network of interconnected units,
each holds an N-dimensional, randomly initialized, weight vector. The weight vectors at
different units are trained by randomly selecting an input vector and computing its
Euclidean distance to all ofthe weight vectors ofthe SOM units. The closest vector found
in terms the distance is called the best match unit (BMU). The weights ofthe BMU and
its neighbors are then adjusted towards the input vector. Once this competitive training
procedure is complete, all input vectors are mapped to the location oftheir BMUs [21 ,
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49]. The SOM is an integral part of the first data organization technique presented in
Chapter 3.
The dimension reduction techniques just discussed, with the exception of the SOM,
allow any data item s to be placed at an arbitrary location x 5 • This differs from the
algorithms being proposed in this thesis since they enforce the constraint that s must be
assigned to a unique cell L 5 in the output structure. This output property transforms what
is normally a continuous optimization problem into a discrete one that arranges things
within the confines of a g iven structured layout.

2.2

Information Visualization

One use of dimension reduction is to convert multi-dimensional data into a 20 or 30
format that can be visualized [4, 28, 35, 42, 62]. Standard artificial datasets exist for
testing the ability of dimension reduction techniques to unfold low dimensional
manifolds that have been embedded in higher dimensional spaces. Some ofthese datasets
include the swissroll, broken swiss, helix, and twinpeaks [60]. These datasets are used in
Section 6.1 to compare the techniques proposed by this thesis with other dimension
reduction techniques. The resulting structured layouts of the proposed approaches are
visualized for inspection. In terms of images, the Brodatz texture set [5] is one of the
standards for evaluation involving texture images [38]. In Section 6.2 it too is visualized
in a structured layout.
Beyond the process ofreducing dimensionality for facilitating visualization, actually
how to do the visualization of a set of data items has been discussed and debated in a
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plethora of studies and surveys. The reason for this is that visualization can amp lify the
cogn ition of analysts to determine, among other things, if items appear separately or in
groups and to find re lationships between known interest points and new ones [61]. Some
of this literature focuses on the visua lizat ion of scientific data as a mea ns of visual data
mining or relevance feedback [36, 44, 63]. Others focus on alternative visual treatments
of abstract data [12, 17, 44] . One such family of visual treatments is graphs or networks
[8, 12, 57, 66]. In these, each node represents an item or a cluster of data and edges
represent the connections between them. Techniques like edge bundling, radial
presentation and edge ghosting [ 13, 18] have been proposed in an effort to generate
readable visualizations w hen data is co mplex. Other approaches render hierarchically
c lustered data in a lternative ways such as 3D blobs [48] or tree-maps [25] shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2:

Hierarchical data visualization. Left: A hierarchical clustering of objects from [48] with 20
clusters displayed at different levels of the hierarchical cluster tree. Right: A tree-map from
[25] with rectangles where each color belongs to the same level of the tree hierarchy.

Next we explore some of these visualization techniques in the context of the
similarity- based image organizat ion problem [53]. Several approaches have been devised
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for visualizing images. VisuaiRank [24] is one that generates a similarity graph of images
where the vertices are connected by weighted edges. As shown in Figure 3, the size of
images changes depending on how connected they are .
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Fig ure 3:

The structure of a similarity graph from the Visual Rank literature [24]. Notice that the enlarged
ones are the most connected.

Torres et al. have defined representations of images as concentric rings or spirals
[58]. T he concentric representation consists of a series of rings where the position of each
image determines its size. T he spiral version is similar to its concentric counterpart in
terms of image sizing but the placement can vary. Placement order on the spiral depends
on rank w ith respect to a query image, but the placement positions can either be even or
depend on the s imilar ity with respect to the center image. Figure 4 shows examples of
these visualization structures.
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Alternative image presentation structures [58]. Note that changing image sizes are not reflected.

Chen et al. propose a way to visua lize the contents of image databases by using
pathfinder networks which is a structured modeling technique [7] . It is a branched
clustering method based on the similarity between the images (i.e., histogram or texture
in this case).

Figure 5:

A pathfinder network based on the images' color histograms [7].

Snavely et al. have proposed how to arrange and browse large sets of photos of a
scene taken by a co mmunity of photographers from different viewpoints [46]. The
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proposed method exploits the common underlying 30 geometry in the scene to build a
three dimensional rendition of it. This is different from the other methods discussed since
its visualization is based on the assumption that it is given a set of images coming from
the same region.

Figure 6 :

A snapshot obtained from Microsoft's Photosynth [33] which is built upon the work of Snavely
et al. [46].

From what is presented here in the context of similarity-based image organization we
see images being visualized in the standard structures of graphs and trees or in tree space.
The structured layouts generated by the techniques described in this thesis provide an
alternative to these visualizations. The structured layouts are generated in such a way that
distances between data reflects similarity, which can be appealing to users [40, 54]. They
present things in a regularized format that allows for linear scanning of the organized
data. Existing user studies have demonstrated that such a presentation format can
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improve users' confidence in their searches [54]. The structured, rather than scattered,
arrangement also facilitates re-finding ofknown data.
An alternative to linear scanning is Rapid Serial Visual Presentation [11]. RSVP, as
it is called, is known to improve speed in search tasks particularly in the case of limited
screen space on mobile devices [11, 16, 47, 65]. It requires constant attention to not miss
desired results which increases the task load [16]. On the other hand, if the output
structure is a 20 grid, then the resulting tabular representation is similar to existing
interfaces employed today to show search results and hence is familiar to use (see Figure
1). The structured layout can be searched at a user's own pace, whereas in RSVP the pace
is rapid as the name suggests. It also exhibits no occlusion which has merit for presenting
information to users in situations where interaction might be difficult (mobile devices) or
impossible (public billboards).
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Chapter 3 Self-Organizing Map based
Data Organization
3.1 Method
Here the cornerstone Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm by Kohonen [29] is redescribed in the context ofthis work. The SOM, being a dimension reduction technique,
has been used for organizing data onto 20 planes before [49, 50, 52, 53]. However, the
SOM cannot be used directly for the organization of data into a structured layout. This
chapter discusses how to address this limitat ion by using the SOM for placing data into a
20 grid layout and then performing a k-d tree [3] post-processing alignment step.

3.1.1

Input Data

All of the data organization algorithms described in this thesis assume that the data
input format can be a dissimilarity matrix, or alternatively a computable measure that is
not necessarily vector based. Ifthis is the case here, that matrix must be converted into a
set of vectors so that the SOM can work with them. The vectors need to model the
relat ionship information between data items as presented in the matrix as closely as
possible. That is to say, the distance between any two vectors shou ld be relatively
approximate to, if not the same as, the dissimilarity between the corresponding items.
T his is the same as minimizing the following least-squares function:

(6)
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II -l-JII is the Euclidean distance between the two vectors of items i and j, and D

where Vi

is the given dissimilarity matrix. The task of finding a set of vectors based on D is the
classical multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) problem [4], which can be solved using
existing techniques [1].

3.1.2

Self-Organizing Map

A SOM consists of M x M units, where each unit x has its own N-dimensional
weight vector W(x). To train the SOM, on every iteration all of the items in the set of
data items

.a are shown to the SOM in a random order.

When a particular item i is shown

to the SOM for training, the goal is to find the best match unit (BMU) and then update
weight vectors in the BMU 's neighborhood. To find the BMU location for a given i ,

B(i), a pass is done over the map to find the unit x that satisfies the following:
B(i)

= argminiF(i)- W(x)l
X

(7)

where IF(i) - W(x)l is the Euclidean distance between the feature vector F(i) for the
item and the weight vector W(x) for the unit x.
Once the location ofthe BMU fori is found, the weight vectors of the nearby units
will be adjusted to match F(i) more closely. These nearby units can be captured by

w5 (B(i) ) , which is defined to be the neighborhood window around the position B(i)
with a radius of s, where s is the neighborhood size which is initialized to M /2 in
practice. Updating the weight vectors for each unit x E w5 (B(i)) can be done by
app lying the following to each:
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W'(x)

= W(x) + .1(x)(F(i)- W(x))

(8)

where A.(x) is the neighborhood influence of x. The new weight vector for unit x is a
linear interpolation between the vectors F(i) and W(x). The neighborhood influence

A.(x), which is the interpolation parameter, is computed using the Gaussian function:

A(x)

= r . e-

llx-BCOUZ

(9)

s2

where llx- B(i)ll is the Euclidean distance between the units x and B(i) in the SOM. s
is the neighborhood size and r is the learning rate, both of which decay exponentially
over time based on these equations:

s
r

tln s 0
= s0 • e--r= r0 • e-rt

(10)

where s 0 and r0 are the initial neighborhood size and learning rate, t is the iteration
number and T is the total number of iterations. T is the key component affecting the rate
of decay of the neighborhood size and learning rate. Generally the more iterations the
SOM is put through, the slower the decay and the better the final convergence. Figure 9
shows the intermediate and the final states of an SOM obtained during the training.
Once the SOM has converged, the final BMU for each item in

.n

is found just as it

was during training with Equation (7). The position of any item i in the final organization
is simply the coordinate of B(i). By design the SOM algorithm seeks to preserve data
topology as much as it can. This drives items having similar feature vectors to be mapped
to locations that are closer to each other, and vice versa.
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Since the BMU finding can be done via parallel reduction and the weight vector
updates are independent, it is possible to implement the SOM in parallel so that it can run
on GPUs [50] and other parallel platforms to yield an impressive 19 times speedup.

K-D Tree Grid Alignment
The final stage is to align the output coordinates into a non-overlapping grid. A grid
layout makes it easy to enumerate all items within a given region. In the ideal scenario,
training an SOM with the total number of units equal to the number of items wou ld result
in every unit being occupied by one item and hence all items lining up on the implicit
grid formed by the network of SOM units. However, in practice the uneven distribution
ofthe item feature vectors in the high-dimension feature space they come from will likely
cause some units to become the BMUs of multiple items, while other units remain
completely unmatched with any item; see Figure 9. For this reason, it is often better to
use a SOM with more units than items. In this scenario the items will be able to influence
a unique region of SOM units. Then, as shown in Figure 7, given the collection of items
and their 2D SOM locations, a k-d tree algorithm [3] can arrange the items into a grid.
The algorithm starts by finding the median value among the horizontal coordinates
of all items, and uses this to split the collection into left and right halves. It then computes
the median value among the vertical coordinates of items in each half. Each half is further
split into top and bottom quarters. These two steps are repeated until each node contains
at most one item. In the end, all items are contained in the leaves of a balanced binary
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tree. Based on the position of each leaf, a unique location is assigned to its associated
item in the final grid layout.
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A depiction of the conversion of a continuous set of points to a regular, non-overlapping grid
using a k-d tree.

It should be noted that after performing this translation from the SOM to the grid
layout, there is some detai led information lost. In an unconstrained SOM layout the
similarity between two neighboring items is visually encoded directly into their spatial
distance at the resolution of the SOM. The resulting gaps and irregular placement of
items provide a good representation of similarity through visual clustering, but makes
sequentia l scann ing ofthe items difficult to a viewer. Once the items have been aligned to
a grid, the layout is regularized and easier to follow, but the fine-grained degree of
similarity is sacrificed in lieu ofthis more structured overall appearance. Closeness in the
gr id still represents similarity, just not with the same accuracy.
At this point, a similarity-based organization of data items is achievable. Figure 8
gives pseudocode for this process of organizing a set of items based on their feature
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vectors and aligning their positions to a grid layo ut. Figure 9 shows the process acting on
sample data by breaking it down into images at key stages.
Randomly initialize all SOM weight vectors ;
for a given number of iterations {
Compute the new decayed learning rate r and neighborhood size s;

n {

for each randomly selected and unprocessed item i in
Find t he BMU B( Q using the item ' s feature vector

F0) ;

for each x in w5 ( B(i)) {
Compute the neighborhood influence A(x);
Update W (x) using linear interpolation with A(x ) and F(i);

for each item i in

n

Find the position of the BMU B(i) and set i' s position to it ;

Align the positions of all items in

Figure 8:

using a k- d tree ;

Pseudocode for the Self-Organizing Map data organi zation algorithm with k-d tree grid
alignment.

Initial Weights

Early Weights

1= 0

1= 5

Figure 9:

n

Later Weights
I = 10

Final Weights
I = 15

Final Items
Unaligned

Final Items
c = 0.794

The progression of the organization of4096 Lab color vectors by a 64 x 64 SOM with k-d tree
alignment. The first image on the left shows the initial weight vectors. They are chosen
randomly rrom the ranges of the input item vectors. The next three images show the evolution
of th e weig ht vectors at various iterations. The neighborhood and learning rate decay is evident
as time passes. The last two images on the right show the item s themselves. The first ofth e two
is the unaligned set of items placed directly at the position of their best match units. Note the
gaps as some SOM un its remain un occupied while oth ers contain multiple items. The last
image is the items at the positions acquired after the application of th e k -d tree a lgorithm for
alignment and the correlation score of the organization.
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Boundary Conditions
In some applications data might be visualized with wrap around ( i.e., overlays on a
world map) and the results should be organized and displayed repeatedly without a
boundary. To avoid seams among different tiles, the boundary of the SOM can be
wrapped around. With wrapping, a BMU near a border will influence units that are close
to the opposite border. Doing this a lso forces data that would normally retreat into a
corner to cohabitate with the rest.

Figure I 0: Two organizations of 4096 Lab color vectors repeated in 3 x 3 grids. Left: Generated using an
SOM in the standard way. Right: Generated using an SOM with wrapping. Clusters of items
form in rounder blotches since there is no way for th em to retreat into a corner.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1

Colors

In Figure II the result of organizing a set of 4096 Lab color vectors into 64 x 64
cells using an SOM is shown. For comparison, a Sammon's mapping version is also
provided.
The Sammon's mapping is obtained using the Sammon projection component of
HiSee [22] and the result of the SOM is generated using a previous implementation [21,
50]. Unfortunately, while MDS does admirably with RGB colors [34], it fails to organize
the tested sets of random non-linear Lab color data well, collapsing its organization to a
single dimensional line. For that reason it is not present here.
Visual inspection of the result of both the SOM and Sammon techniques confirms
that data overlapping has occurred. To uncover the occluded data, the k-d tree is applied
as described above to align all items. Nevertheless, artifacts (random and isolated dots)
and a significant divide show up in the result of Sammon's mapping. This is
understandable considering the result is not conducive to a grid layout having been
arranged in continuous space. The SOM result on the other hand does exhibit the nice
"color wheel" properties of the Sammon result, but without the salt and peppering of light
and dark items.
The Sammon result has a higher correlation due to its placement of primary colors
around the edges and the fact that the scattered positions of the light and dark items
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balance with respect to their closest primaries. That said , the overall visual quality of the
SOM result is loca lly smoother.

Initial Items

Sammon: T = 5.9s, C = 0.814

SOM : T = 9.4s, C = 0.794

Figure II : The organizations of 4096 Lab color vectors. The first image in the row is the starting set of
items in both cases. Next are the original and aligned results of Sammon 's mapping and the
SOM. The grid a ligned versions for these approaches are generated using k-d trees. Total
organization time and final correlation between position and dissimilarity across the grid
aligned maps is given below the respective images. All implementations are single threaded
Java ones running on an Intel Core 2 Duo P8600 CPU at 2.4 G Hz.

3.2.2

Images

The next example organizes a set of images o btained by searc hing with query
expansion [21 ]. For a given query, the query expansion process finds several related
concepts and searches fo r images using each of these concepts. Hence each image in the
search result carries a semantic concept tag. The images can then be organized based o n
both concept and visual information using an SOM [21 , 55]. The process to expand a
g iven query, a Wikipedia one in this case, into concepts and acquire images for each
co ncept is described in [21] and in more detail in the Appendix.
Once a set of concept tags are obtained from the query expans ion, the extract ion of
conceptual vectors from them is not straightforward. To simplify the problem, assume
that different images retrieved using the same sub-query (i.e., the same related concept)
are conceptua lly the same and, hence have the same conceptual feature vector.
Consequently, a vector Ck needs to be derived for each concept Rk that was used fo r
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retrieving images. Even though it is difficult to convert concepts into vectors directly, a

N x N semantic distance matrix for the N related concepts can frrst be computed using
the Normalized Google Distance (NGD) from Equation (30) in the Appendix:

D

=

0

NGD(R 1 , Rz)

NGD(R 2 , R1 )

0

...
...

NGD(R 11 RN)l
NGD(R 2 , RN)

NGD(RN, R2 )

...

0

rNGD(~N• R

1)

...

..

( 11)

where, by definition, we have symmetry since NGD(Rk, Rk) = 0 and NGD(R1, Rk) =

NGD(Rk, R1). Essentially NGD compares the shared hyperlink structure of two
webpages, links from the pages and links to the pages, to compute a measure of
similarity. Using this matrix which encodes the relatedness information among different
concepts (using their respective Wikipedia articles as the pages), a set of m-dimensional
vectors {C1 ,

... ,

CN} is generated using MDS as described in Section 3 .1.1 above.

The next step is to generate visual feature vectors for each image for use with the
SOM. The distances between the vectors need to indicate the similarities between the
corresponding images. Ways of generating feature vectors from visual information and
their performances are studied in [52]. While these types of feature vectors can be used to
organize images based on color and/or shape similarities, they cannot group conceptually
related, but visually different, images together. To address this problem, a hybrid feature
vector is used. The hybrid feature vector for an image contains two parts; a conceptual
portion determined using the concept tag carried by the image and a visual portion
extracted from pixel intensities and distributions. For the visual portion, a color-gradient
correlation [52] approach which counts the combinations of the appearances of colors and
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gradient orientations in a histogram is chosen. The reason for the choice is that it is
efficient to calculate and offers good organizational performance [52].
To compute the color-gradient correlation histogram of an image / , the gradient
magnitude lp and gradient orientation Bp for each pixel p is frrst computed by convolving
the image with the Sobel edge operator [15]. The color and gradient orientation spaces
are then divided into Nc and N 8 bins, respectively. With functions C(p) and B(p)
providing the color and gradient orientation bin indices for pixel p, the sum of gradient
magnitudes for all pixels belonging to the kth color/gradient orientation bin of the
histogram can be computed using:

mk

=

L

lp

(12)

C(p)xN 9 +e(p)=k

The visual feature vector V(l) is then formed using the normalized values of all bins
to make the vectors generated from images of different sizes comparable.

(13)

In the end, the hybrid feature vector for a given image I is formed as:
H(l)

= (CR(l )• V(l))

(14)

where (-, ·) concatenates the two vectors into one and R (I) is the concept used to retrieve
image I. Since the conceptual portion has m dimensions and the visual part has Nc x N8
dimensions, the total dimensions of a hybrid feature vector is m

+ Nc x

N9 , where

m = 4. In general m should be at least the number of unique eigenvalues that can be
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extracted from the matrix to minimize error since MDS relies on having an eigenvalue
per dimension in the vectors it generates. In Figure 12 below Nc

= N8 = 8

resulting 64

dimensional visual feature vectors and m = 4, which were found empirically.
In order to vary the contribution of the visual or conceptual information in the
organization, a weighted average ofthe distances from each part is computed like so:
Dist(H(I),HU))

= allcR(I) -

CRCJ)II

+ (1- a)IIV(I)-

VU)il

(15)

where I and j are images and the parameter a controls the relative importance of the
conceptual and visual distances. Note that the results of the Euclidean vector distances
11·11 are expected to be normalized with respect to the minimum and maximum values of

all possible distances among the vectors ofthe given type. This is so the values fall in the
range [0,1] so that the conceptual and visual differences are comparable and the weight
factor a has the expected meaning.
In order to make it possible to map distinct feature vectors to unique locations in the
SOM settings should ensure that M x M

» IDI. This is done so that each vector has room

to put a region of units, rather than one, in the map under its influence. Even so, there is
still no guarantee a balanced spread of influence will happen since the training is data
dependent.
Figure 12 shows a small example of the ambiguous query "Washington", the
expansion of which is described in the Appendix. Once the query has run through the
entire process, a small representative sample of64 images was organized using a 32 x 32
SOM run for 15 iterations with an initial learning rate of 0.1. For the distance measure
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defined in Equation ( 15), the weight factor a has been set to 0. 7 5 so that the concept
vectors will get the majority of the influence and g uide the overall la yout while the visual
co ntent vecto rs will o nly affect the loca l arrangements. Both the unconstrained SOM
layout and the grid a ligned layout from k-d tree post-processing are shown. T he results
show that the co lored regions related to the home articles of the query, " Denzel
Washington", " Washington State", " Washington, D.C .", and "George Washington", are
apparent. Visual similarity is also captured locally w hen comparing ne ighbors within
reg io ns. T he aligned, uncluttered vers io n of the organization displays no occlus io n and
does not require any extra interface contro ls to see all of the data.

T = 0.21s, C = 0.635

T

= 0.25s, C = 0.543

Figure 12: Two layouts from a collection of images expanded out of the query "Washington" . Left:
Images are placed in positions directly from the SOM. Right: Images are placed at k-d tree
aligned positions. In both , the images have color-coded borders relative to th eir category. The
regions displaying " Denzel Washington" (red), " Washington State" (yellow), " Washington,
D.C." (blue), and "George Washington" (green) are clearly visible. Within the regions, visually
si milar images also neighbor one another. The organizati on times and correlati ons are given.
The una ligned SOM correlation is higher since images can be positioned in free space.
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3·3 Discussion
There are some unavoidable issues with the SOM data organization approach.
Firstly, the SOM is not capable of organizing the images using their concepts based
directly on the semantic distance matrix. Converting the matrix to individual vectors for
each concept using MDS is required. The vectors are approximates of the true distance
matrix; see Figure 13. Next, the SOM often requires having more units than items it is
try ing to organize so it can produce well-spaced results without overlapp ing BM Us. Th is
makes an already computationally intensive algorithm even more expensive. Even with
all of the units, occlusion is evident w hen items are rendered since there is no constraint
on w here they should appear with respect to one a nother and so me will inevitably
overlap. The occluded output then needs to be transformed to a grid us ing a k-d tree. The
k-d tree pays no heed the feature vectors of the image, but rather splits based on positions
alone, arbitrarily so metimes in the cases where BM Us are shared. T he k-d tree then can
produce a result but it is not o ptimized to produce the best one.

ow
Denzel Washington

0

George Washington

0.024

Washington DC

0

Washington State

0.517

GW

woe

ws

0

Figure 13: The absolute di fferences between the given concept semantic distance matrix and a distance
matrix computed from the MDS generated concept vectors.
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Chapter 4 Self-Sorting Map
In this chapter a new data organization algorithm entitled the Self-Sorting Map
(SSM) is presented. It is tested using the same data as the SOM-based one in Chapter 3.
The SSM approaches data organization from a sorting perspective. It improves upon the
SOM since it can work on the final structured layout directly and in doing so gets better
speeds and eliminates the need for post-processing. It can also handle more input types
than the SOM instead of vector data alone.

4.1 Method
The key idea of this algorithm is that data is swapped within the constraints of a
structured layout instead of being placed at arbitrary positions [51]. To facilitate the
understanding ofthe presented algorithm, it will first be explained in terms of positioning
a set of numbers in a 10 array. Organizing general datasets into multi-dimensional
structures will follow.

4.1.1

Sorting Numbers into a 1D Array

When the objective is to organize a set of numbers into a 1D array so that similar
numbers are positioned together, the optimal solution can be obtained by simply sorting
all of the numbers in either ascending or descending order. Being a fundamental
computer science and mathematics problem, sorting has been extensively studied. There
are many classic and efficient algorithms available for the task such as quicksort and
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mergesort. Even though the SSM is designed to handle the organization of arbitrary data
types in multi-dimensional structures, it can also perform 1D sorting.
As shown in Figure 14, given a set of numbers that are initially placed randomly
inside a 1D array, the SSM first splits the cells into 2 blocks. All numbers in the first
block are paired up with the numbers at the corresponding cells in the same relative
positions of the second block. The two numbers in each pair (s, t) are compared against
each other and an exchange is performed if s

> t. After all pairs are processed

in parallel,

the first stage is completed.
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Figure 14: Self-sorting on a 10 array. The algorithm goes through multiple stages with decreasing block
sizes.

The second stage further splits each block into two, resulting in four smaller blocks.
Corresponding cells in adjacent (even, odd)-numbered blocks are ftrst compared and
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swapped if necessary, fo II owed by corresponding cells in adjacent (odd, even)-numbered
blocks. The even-odd swap and odd-even swap alternates until the process converges,
i.e., all data at the corresponding cells of different blocks are sorted. The process then
continues to the next stage by dividing each block into two, until the final stage is
reached where all blocks contain only one cell.
The above process guarantees that the final result is a sorted array. If we only look at
the final stage where each block contains just one cell, performing even-odd and oddeven swapping until convergence is essentially the odd-even sorting algorithm [32].
However, this approach is more efficient than odd-even sorting since it incorporates the
basic idea of shell sort [43], i.e., using an increment sequence to allow the comparison
and exchange of elements far apart. The increment sequence of {1, 2, 4, 8, ... , 2k} used
here is less efficient than other candidates, such as {1,4,10, 23,57, ... } [10], but it fits
well for parallel implementations due to the power of two constraint.

4.1.2

Organizing Multi-Dimensional Data

Multi-dimensional data, such as samples from the RGB color space, cannot be
perceptually sorted on all components in a 10 sense. One could sort colors
lexicographically based on the red channel f1rst, then the green, and then blue, but such a
sorting cannot guarantee that perceptually similar colors will be placed together. To
organize multi-dimensional data, the following changes are made to the above baseline
algorithm.
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If the goal is to bring similar items together then the decision to exchange a given
pair of data items (s, t) can be based on whether an exchange will reduce the total
difference between the two data items and their neighbors. To perform this evaluation
efficiently, we first compute a target vector Ti for each block Bi using:

( 16)

where D.(BJ is the neighborhood defined for block Bi ; see Figure 15 for an illustration.
ln essence, this equation computes the target Ti of block Bi as the average of the means of
different blocks inside the ne ighborhood. Ti is an aggregate representative ofthe items in

Bi. Each ne ig hborhood includes 4 blocks and as shown in Figure 15, the neighborhood
windows of paired blocks are offset away from each other. T he purpose of the offsetting
is to encourage diversification among the computed targets.

r·rn···rn-:• ·~iliillrn-rn:

'··································)..................................,

Figure 15: The neighborhoods used for target calculat ion when swapping data between two paired blocks
(color-coded as blue and red) . Each neighborhood contains 4 blocks .

Once the targets are calculated, the decision on whether a swap is needed for a g iven
pair (s, t) from adjacent blocks, s E Bi and t E Bi+l • is based on if the following
expression can be minimized after swapping:
argmin(lls- Ti II

+ lit -

r i+lll)

( s,t )

where

lla- bll

computes the distance between two vectors a and b.
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( 17)

The above test (and swap if necessary) can be performed for all pairs across the map
m parallel. The target vectors are then updated based on the new data layout. The
processes of computing targets and swapping are alternated until a convergence is
reached, i.e., no more swaps are available and all target vectors stay constant.
Notice that there is a similarity between the above iterative process and the k-means
clustering algorithm [27]. Both approaches alternate between finding the mean of each
cluster and rearranging data into appropriate clusters. As a result, both can properly
classify input data and convergence is guaranteed. That said, the k-means algorithm does
not impose any constraints on data moving into (or out of) clusters, resulting in different
clusters very likely having different numbers of data items. This approach on the other
hand, only allows swapping between blocks, which ensures that all cells are occupied by
at most one data item.

••
(a) grayscale color vectors

(b) RGB color vectors
Fig ure 16: Organizing data without using g lobal comparison operator; only target distance minimization is
used. The top row of each subfigure shows the initial (random ) arrangement. The remaining 5
rows show the intermediate results after each stage.

Figure 16 shows the results of organizing both grayscale and color vectors into a 1D
array using the approach just described. It demonstrates how data is rearranged without
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requiring strict ordering information. Note that in Figure 16(a) grayscale vectors are
sorted by intensity even though pairwise dissimilarity is used.

Organizing Nominal Data
Some datasets, such as a set of concepts related to a query, are not real-valued and
hence the targets cannot be computed based on the above mean-based calculation.
Assuming the dissimilarity o(s, t) is defined for any given two data items s and t, here
we discuss how to handle non-vector nominal data based on only o(·,·).
The basic idea is to find a data item that best represents a given block Bi and use it as
the target Ti. More formally, we compute the target as the data item inside the
neighborhood of Bi that has the minimum total dissimilarity to other data in the
neighborhood:

Ti = argmin (
ten(B ;)

where

I

sen (B ;)

o(s,

t))

(18)

ncsa is the same offset neighborhood as defined above.

It is noteworthy here that the selected target is not limited to come from Bi only. It is
allowed to be any data item within the neighborhood D.(Bi). This expanded target search
area lets more suitable targets be found in all stages of the algorithm including the last
where there is only one data item per block. Notice that ifthe neighborhood target search
is not used, in the final stage where there is one single data item to choose from per
block, those items will automatically become the targets oftheir respective blocks. What
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this means is that nothing would swap. Expanding the target search to the neighborhoods
overcomes this by allowing items from neighboring blocks to be chosen as targets.

Handling 2D Structural Layouts
The algorithm posed so far can organize an arbitrary dataset into a I 0 array, as long
as a dissimilarity measure is defmed. It can be extended further for organizing data into a
20 grid. The same principles of target finding and exchange can also be applied to
organizing data into other lattice structures like a 30 grid or a 20 hexagonal grid.
As shown in Figure 17, when handling a 20 grid, all cells are split into 4 x 4 blocks
first, each of which will be further split into four smaller blocks in the next stage. Evenindexed blocks are then grouped with odd-indexed blocks along both X andY directions
(see Figure 17(a)). This is followed by a shifted grouping in which odd-indexed blocks
are grouped with even-indexed blocks along both directions (Figure 17(b)). Alternating
between these two block group settings allows a given block to swap data with its four
nearest neighbors, facilitating data moving toward the desired cells.
Once the blocks are grouped together, we determine the neighborhood D.(Bi) for
each block Bi , which is used for computing the target

h

Similar to the 1D case discussed

above, here we use windows that are offset from the centers of the respective block
groups; see Figure 18. With the neighborhood determined, the target Ti for each block Bi
is computed using either Equation ( 16) or (18) depending on the type of data to be
organized.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Splitting a 2D map into 4 X 4 blocks and grouping blocks using even-odd (a) and odd-even (b)
settings. In both subfi gures the red cell is matched to th e three yellow cells from the grouped
blocks.

Fig ure 18: The neighborh oods defin ed for the four color-coded grouped bl ocks in the center. Each
neighborh ood encompasses a 4 x 4 block window that is offset away from the other blocks in
the same group.

T he next step is to swap data between the g ro uped blocks using the targets as t he
gu ides. Here data items in the corresponding cells ofthe gro uped blocks fo rm quadruples.
For example, the data item in the red ce ll shown in Figure 17(a) is grouped w ith the o nes
in the t hree ye llow cells to form a quadruple. The organizat io ns fo r a ll quadruples are
handled independe ntly in paralle l. To place a given quadrup le (s, t , u, v ) into four cells,
there are 4 !

=

2 4 possible a lignme nts. All 24 poss ibilities are enumerated and fi nd the

one that minimizes the fo llow ing:

( 19)
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In practice, before each round of swapping the items within each block should be
randomly shuffled. No items should leave the blocks they occupy so that the block targets
do not change, but rather their positions are jostled so that the items grouped into
quadruples are not the same every time. This gives badly positioned items a chance to
move out of their block even if the map has converged because the items in their
swapping quadruples can change each round.
Figure 19 summarizes the SSM algorithm in the form of pseudocode. Here the size
of output grid is assumed to be N x N, where N is power of two. The extension for
rectangular and non-power-of-two grids is straightforward. Figure 20 shows the state of a
64 x 64 map of 4096 Lab color vectors after the algorithm has finished working at each
block size. For quantitative evaluation, the cross-correlation values, as defined in
Equation (1), are calculated and shown in the figure. As expected, the correlation is close
to zero for the initial layout, where the color vectors are randomly placed. The correlation
steadily increases as the organization goes through different stages as exchanges
performed improve the organization. The final score reaches a high positive correlation
between the colors and their positions in the structured layout.
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Randomly place data into the layouc as an initial arrangement ;
while block size > 1 do {
Split each block into 4 smaller blocks ;
do {
for each of the two block groupings (even - odd and odd-even)
for each block Bi.i (i,j:::; n ) do
Update the target ~.i for Bu using Equation (18) ;
Shuffle the items within each block ;
for each set of 4 blocks do {
Group each cell s in the 1st block with cells
in the remaining 3 blocks ;
for every quadruple (s, t, u, v) do {
rind the arrangement that minimizes the distance
between the items and the targets ;
Perform exchange if the arrangement has changed ;

while exchanges have occurred
and the maximum number iterations is not reached ;

Figure 19: Pseudocode for the Self-Sort ing Map.

I st stage:
0.009

c=

4th stage:

c = 0.825

2nd stage:

c = 0.604

5th stage:

c = 0.830

3rd stage:
0.789

c=

Final:
0.83 1

c=

Figure 20: The progression of the organi zation of 4096 Lab color vectors after di fferent stages. The
correspondi ng correlation scores are given below the images.

Boundary Conditions
T he a lgo rithm discussed up until now does not provide any means to control the
o rganizat ion. In so me applicatio ns, t here may be a des ire to have data arranged in
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particular ways. For example, when positioning different cities in a 20 grid (see Figure
1), it is more familiar to have cities on the northern hemisphere placed on the top ofthe
grid, even though flipping the grid upside down does not affect the cross-correlation
score.

ext shows how results can be influenced simply by adding boundary conditions

to t he proposed SSM approach.

c = 0.506

c = 0.581

c=

0.541

Figure 2 1: Results generated using additional constraints on the border of the map. Left: Using white color
as boundary condition attracts bright colors to the boundaries and pushes dark colors to the
center. Middle: Using black as boundary condition has the opposite effect. Right: Using white
on top and black on bottom attracts colors of different brightness to different sides. Note that
the correlation scores are much lower than the one obtained without any boundary constraints.

To achieve a desired result, users are allowed to specify data items o utside the 20
grid. These data items do not participate in the swapping, but they are used during the
target search calculation and hence influence the targets generated for blocks near the
border. Consequently, input data items that are similar to the specified data items will be
attracted toward the corresponding border of the 20 grid. As shown in Figure 21, by
enforcing different boundary conditions, the same set of color samples is organized
differently.
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4.2 Parallel Implementation
The Self-Sorting Map algorithm can be broken down into two major stages;
computing a target for each block and then swapping data between blocks based on those
targets. Both stages can be performed using parallel kernels on streaming multiprocessors
(SMPs) available in GPUs. In this section the design of those parallel kernels is
described, as well as analysis of the time complexity of the algorithm in parallel versus its
serial counterpart.

4.2.1

Target Generation Kernel

Taking the current data layout as input, the target generation kernel computes a
target for each block of data items. The actual calculation involved depends on whether
the mean or centroid is used. Here we will discuss how to compute mean targets ftrst,
followed by centroid targets.
Since the neighborhoods defined for adjacent blocks overlap each other, directly
calculating the mean target using Equation ( 16) will result in redundant computations. A
more efficient approach is to pre-compute the means of all blocks using only the data
items inside the blocks. The result forms a 2D mean map whose resolution depends on
the current block size. The mean map is then used to calculate the average in each block' s
neighborhood. To better utilize the parallel processing power of SMPs, the mean map is
generated using parallel reduction. That is to say, a mean map for blocks of 2 x 2 cells is
calculated first, which is then used to calculate a mean map for 4 x 4 sized blocks, and so
on, until the desired block size is reached.
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Target Search Comparisons
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Figure 22: The number of comparisons needed for computing the true centroid targets of different block
sizes increases dramatically as the number of data items in each block does.

Approximate centroids for blocks of different sizes

Approx. targets

True targets

Figure 23: The first subfigure is the original data after items have been swapped into 16 x 16 blocks. The
next four images show the approximate centroid maps obtained usin g parallel reduction,
leading up to the approximate centroids of the 16 x 16 blocks. The last image shows the true
centroids of those blocks calculated directly using Equation ( 18). The approximate centroids
are similar yet more vibrant.

Compared to mean target calculation, centroid target searching is a much more
expensive operation. For example, if we are given a map of 64 x 64 data items and want
to find the target for a 16 x 16 sized block, we have to search all of the items in that
block and the neighboring blocks to find the item that has the minimum total dissimilarity
among all of the others for the purposes of this algorithm. This leads to millions of
comparisons, as shown in Figure 22. Borrowing ideas from the mean target calculation,
we can mitigate a lot of this complexity by computing approximate targets rather than the
true ones. Since far fewer operations are required to compute the centroids of smaller
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blocks than of larger ones, we find the approximate centroid of a given block by
repeatedly performing a centroid search on 2 x 2 sized blocks in a parallel reduction
fashion; see Figure 23 . The approximate centroids for all blocks form a centroid map,
which is then used to fmd the approximate target of each block, i.e., the centroid of
centroids ofthe neighboring blocks.

4.2.2

Approximate Centroid Initial Block Size

Changing the initial block size at which the approximate centroid parallel reduction
starts can affect the speed and quality ofthe final outcome. Figure 24 shows the same set
of data organized by the SSM multiple times. The only independent variable in the
experiments is the initial block size from which the parallel reduction starts. It is clear
from the time chart in Figure 24 that the search time can be dramatically lowered if the
initial block size used is smaller. This stems directly from the fact that the first reduction
has the potential to be the biggest bottleneck if the initial block size is large, confirmed
by Figure 22. The only downside to approximate centroids is that the final organization
quality can suffer depending how small of an initial block size is used. This effect is
noted in the correlation graph below which shows a decrease in correlation at smaller
initial block sizes. In Figure 24 the middle range initial block size of 4 yields acceptable
results in a fraction ofthe time.
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Figure 24: The charts show the total time and correlation respectively. An initial block size of 2 means
that centroids for any block size larger than 2 x 2 would be built by getting the centroids at
block size 2 x 2 and then reducing that map of centroids by half repeatedly until the centroids
for the desired block size have been approximated. In this case an initial block size of 4 yields
the best trade off of quality versus speedup.

4.2.3

Data Swapping Kernel

Once the targets are determined, the second stage is carried out by a sing le kernel
that swaps items between grouped blocks in such a way that the dissimilarity between the
items and the targets of those blocks is minimized. To do this, the kernel looks at each
item in parallel in the context of a quadruple of four items formed by taking one item
from each of four grouped blocks. Items chosen for each quadruple only ever belong to
one such quadruple so as to maintain mutually exclusivity and thus the ability to have
items swapped between blocks in parallel without conflict. Once four data items are
grouped, they are swapped using the procedure described in Section 4. I .4, i.e., the four
items are aligned with the four targets by c hecking all 24 possible comb inations to find
the one yie lding the lowest total dissimilarity.
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Execution
The two stages of finding targets and swapping items occur in that order and are
repeated together as the algorithm dictates. Eventually the targets come to represent the
items in their blocks well and few swaps need to be done. At this annealing point the
algorithm moves on to the next block size where the map is considered to have more
blocks that contain fewer items. The kernels continue to work as defined even with
changing input sizes. Figure 25 illustrates a simplified version of the parallel kernels
executing on some data.
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Figure 25: One iteration of kernel execution. Here means are only generated from the items that are
contained inside their respective blocks for simplicity.

Performance Considerations
In parallel implementations memory access can be a bottleneck. Random access
reads from many threads at once will result in the reads being queued and performed
sequentially. This negates a Jot of the effort of running things in parallel. For this reason
it is important to make use of the faster local shared memory available in parallel
hardware like graphics cards. As opposed to each thread reading data into registers from
slower global memory where the host process places data initially, chunks of data needed
by all threads sharing a local memory bank should be copied into that bank in parallel and
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then read from there. To do this, each thread will usually load the element its thread
identifier aligns with. Doing this, all data will be loaded by all threads in conjunction in
contiguous swathes. This is known as coalesced loading. Once the data is in local
memory, random access to it from the group of cooperating threads sharing it is much
faster. Based on this, every kernel consists ofthree major portions: a coalesced data read
into shared local memory, computation on the data in local memory, and a coalesced
write of data from local to global memory.
In parallel hardware there are generally multiple independent compute units
available. These are the groupings of computational resources that share things like local
memory banks. Data should be divided up into workable chunks to maximize the
concurrent use of these compute units. An optimal data division is usually one that
produces enough local workgroups (OpenCL terminology) to activate all ofthe physical
cores (CPU) or stream processers (GPU) available. This is because each local workgroup
is executed by a separate physical compute unit. The goal is normally to have so mething
for each unit to be doing at the same time to achieve the best efficiency. In most cases the
local workgroup size is constrained by the local memory available for input and output
data to fit into. Usually with enough data, the local memory limitations will require the
problem to be divided up to activate all compute units. Based on this guidance the
determination of the optimal local workgroup size for each kernel is a matter of coming
up with a size that fits as much data as possible into the local memory, lower bounded of
the number of available compute units.
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Most of the data reading and writing stages of the SSM algorithm have a direct
mapping of continuous areas of global memory into and out of local memory. The
exception to the rule is when the swapping block group size requires more local memory
than the device provides. In this case multiple local workgroups work on different areas
of the same group of blocks. When this happens four smaller loads of the small areas
from each of the four blocks in the group need to be done by each local workgroup. The
load happens slower using this scheme but is required for correctness. Figure 26 depicts
the different memory access scenarios. Keep in mind that a single local workgroup
executing all of the swaps is not an effective use of the hardware if there are multiple
compute units available. This example merely demonstrates what is occurring at a small
scale.

(a)

(b)

Figure 26: Block group memory access patterns of four 4 x 4 blocks. (a) is when the block group
completely fits into local memory and is loaded by one local workgroup. (b) is the interleaved
pattern when the block group cannot fit into local memory and is loaded by multiple local
workgroups.

4.2.6

Complexity Analysis

To organize a set of N data items into a {N x {N map, the SSM algorithm needs to
go through log 2 JN stages. On the kth stage, the data is split into 4k blocks with each
block containing N I 4k cells. Finding the mean for each block requires 0 (N I 4k)
operations since every item in the block needs to be added in. On the other hand, finding
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the true centroid requires O((N I 4k) 2 ) because every item needs to be compared with
each other item in the block to determine the one with the lowest total dissimilarity.
Hence at the

kth

stage, the total number of operations needed for target generation of all

4k blocks is 0 (N) for mean and 0 (N 2 I 4k) for centroid. Regardless of whether mean or

centroid targets are used, the data swapping step requires O(N) operations since each
data item is processed only once because it only belongs to one quadruple and quadruples
do not share items.
The target generation and data swapping steps are repeated until convergence or the
maximum number of iterations, L, is reached. L is a user imposed upper bound on
iterations. The number of iterations required may vary per application since different
datasets may converge at different times. Hence, we simplify the analysis here and
consider the worst case time complexity of the SSM algorithm, where L iterations are
used at all stages. Under this scenario, the serial SSM algorithm using mean targets
requires O(L · N ·log N) operations to complete all log 2 VN stages. When centroids are
used, the time complexity can be computed as:

(20)
Now assume that we have a parallel computer with N processors. On the

eh stage,

where each block contains N I 4k cells, the time needed for computing the mean targets or
the approximate centroid targets using the aforementioned parallel reduction approach is
O(log(N l4k)), whereas the time required for data swapping is 0(1). Hence, the time

complexity for the fully parallel version ofthe algorithm is:
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L log(N) + L log(:)+ L

log(~)+ ... + L = O(L ·(log N) 2 )

(21)

The speedup of the parallelization is 0 (N /log N), with the efficiency being
0(1/log N). To see how these theoretical runtimes play out on real hardware, see Section
4.3.2 for some benchmarks.

4·3 Results
In order to exercise the proposed algorithm, the SSM was tested on the same data as
the SOM in Section 3.2. Benchmarks from the execution of a serial and a parallel
implementation of the algorithm on a CPU and a GPU, respectively, are also given.

Colors
In Figure 27 the results of organizing a set of 4096 Lab color vectors into 64

X

64

cells using the SSM is shown. This is the same set of colors used in Section 3.2.1 with the
SOM. For this example the SSM used mean targets with the maximum number of
iterations per stage set to 4. The quality of the SOM result after a lignment is similar to
the SSM's in terms of the topology, which is likely due to the fact that both techniques
incorporate a type of decay into their neighborhoods over time (i.e., the SSM blocks
split). In the e nd though, the SOM requires more computation and k-d tree postprocessing to eliminate occlusion.
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Initial Items

SSM: T

= 0.82s, C = 0.831

Figure 27: The organizations of 4096 Lab color vectors. The first image in the row is the starting set of
items in both cases. For comparison, the SOM result and the k-d tree generated grid version is
shown. Total time and final correlation between position and dissimilarity across the grid
aligned maps is given below the respective images. All implementations are single threaded
Java ones running on a Intel Core 2 Duo P8600 CPU at 2.4 GHz.

Note that the Sammon's mapping result presented previously in Figure II also takes
more time and produces distinctly different visual appearance. The SSM directly
generates the desired result ofthe highest correlation score ofthose tested in the shortest
time.

Images
Here the same set of images that were organized by an SOM in Section 3.2.2 will be
organized by a SSM. Again, concept tags are available for each image which is obtained
through a query expansion process that is elaborated upon in the Appendix. The same
hybrid vectors used by the SOM can be used here. A change is that the SSM also requires
no k-d tree post-processing step like the SOM. This is because items are swapped around
directly in the structure they are eventually displayed in.
Use of the SSM does not require all vector data like the SOM if centroids are used.
This means that no MDS is needed to generate a set of vectors for the concept tags.
Instead, the distance measure used by the SOM in Equation (15) becomes a combination
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of the dissimilarities directly from the matrix D defined in Equation ( I I), and the visual
feat ure vectors defined in Equation (13). This new distance measure is:
Dist(/,j)

= aDn ,n1 + (1- a)IIV(I)1

V(/)11

(22)

where I and j are images and the parameter a controls the relative importance of the
conceptual distance and visual distance as it does in Equation ( 15).
Figure 28 shows the same small set of 64 images from the ambiguous query
"Washington". This time the images have been organized by an 8 x 8 SSM run to
convergence. Both the mean and centroid target layouts are shown. For the distance
measure defined in Equation (22) used in the centroid driven layout, the weight factor a
has been set to 0.75 so that the concept vectors will get the majority of influence and
guide the overall presentation while the visual content vectors will only affect the local
arrangement. In both cases images align to a grid implicitly from the fact that one image
will always occupy at least one position in the SSM.
The results show that the images related to the home articles of the query, "Denzel
Washington", "Washington State", "Washington DC", and "George Washington" . Visual
similarity is captured locally when comparing the borders of neighbors within regions.
Not ice that the mean layout is nicer in terms ofthe consistency in the shape distributions
of the concept regions than the centroid, even though the dissimilarity matrix is
approximated by MDS generated vectors. This is also confirmed by the marked
improvement in the correlation. Reasons for this are discussed in Section 4.4 below.
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Means: T

= 0.148s, C = 0.679

Centroids: T

= 0.141s, C = 0.482

Figure 28: Two layouts from a collection of images expanded out of the query " Washington" . Left:
Images are organized using a mean driven SSM. Right: Images are organized using a centroid
driven SSM. In both, the images have color-coded borders relative to their category. The
regions displaying " Denzel Washington" (red), "Washington State" (yellow), " Washington
DC" (blue), and "George Washington " (green) are visible. Within the regions, visually similar
images also neighbor one another. The times and correlations for each are given.

4·3·3

Benchmarks

Here we measure the processing speeds of both serial and parallel implementations
of the SSM algorithm over color vector datasets of different sizes. The serial version is
implemented using a single-threaded Java program, whereas in the parallel version the
core functions are replaced with OpenCL kernels, which are invoked through JOCL
bindings. To make the time measurements comparable across different implementations
and datasets, we force the a lgorithm to go through 5 iterations per stage regardless
whether the process converges or not. The CPU used is an Intel Xeon E5540 running at
2.5 GHz. The GPU used is a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 which has 480 streaming
mu ltiprocessors across 15 compute units running at 1.4 GHz. The timings in Figure 29
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show that the parallelism ofthe SSM allows for a 14 times speedup for the largest dataset
tested.

CPU vs. GPU Runtimes
100
~
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1.6

6.4

Number of random color vectors

Figure 29: The running times of the serial implementations versus the parallel GPU implementation on
datasets of varying size. The parallel GPU implementation can arrange a million items in 6.4
seconds.

4 ·4 Discussion
The approach presented is entitled the Self-Sorting Map due the inspiration it garners
from the Self-Organizing Map. Given a set of data, both approaches map them to a multidimensional structure while trying to preserve the topology ofthe input data in terms of
similar data items being placed near to one another and dissimilar being placed apart.
Hence, both can be used to visualize a high-dimensional data space in a lower one. The
ma in difference is that the SSM works to solve the discrete labe ling problem of optimal
item placement by swapping items between cells. Every item is always guaranteed to
have a position in the SSM grid. In contrast, no item has a position assigned to it in the
SOM. It does not actually hold the items in its units at all. The units contain only the
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weight vectors, and so, finding the position of an item in an SOM is done indirectly by
searching for the BMU of that item and using its position. SOM' s often return the same
BMUs for multiple data items if they are similar. If the results are to be visualized
directly without occlusion with one item per cell grid cell like the output obtained directly
from the SSM, the SOM's BMU-based positions must be post-processed using something
like a k-d tree [55] to generate unique grid cell locations for each item. A second
difference is that since the SOM uses weight vectors, input items must be representable
by vectors or else they cannot be mixed with the weight vectors of the SOM which are
critical to its design. In all, if a minimalistic grid free of occlusion is desired then the
SSM can produce the result directly with only one item per grid cell more quickly than
the SOM. The SOM often requires a many to one unit to item ratio (i.e., a larger map than
the number of items being arranged) to generate quality BMU positions which then have
to be post-processed. The SSM can also accept the dissimilarity matrix as is rather than
requiring it to be converted into vectors. In saying this, it is clear from the images that
have been organized in Figure 28 that when the set of nominal data items is sparse, as the
concept dissimilarity matrix does dictate them to be in this case, good centroid items
cannot be found to represent blocks of items because the items in those blocks are too
varied. As a result the quality of the organization suffers. On the other hand, notice that
the mean organization is of good quality even though MDS generated concept vectors,
which introduce error in dissimilarity, were used. This is because fully numeric items can
be aggregated to form a new mean item that lies between those in each block's
neighborhood. In essence, the centroid is a pseudo-mean that approximates the true mean
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that must be chosen from the items in a block neighborhood. When there are a lot of
items in a block and they lie at opposite ends of the spectrum then the algorithm has
trouble converging to a set of good representative centroid items for the blocks, meaning
that a high quality g lobal layout will not be established in the early stages.

Figure 30: The result from running the SSM on a set of binary RGB color vectors. Every channel of each
vector item is only allowed to have full or no color. Each row of images presents the initial
items, the centroids (top) or means (bottom) of different block sizes, followed by the final
organi zation of colors and the correlation value. Given the fact that good centroid items cannot
be fou nd at different levels, the fina l result of the centroid SSM suffers. Since the means are
generated by blending items, its result converges to a better layout.

To replicate t he problem broken concept c lusters appearing m Figure 28 more
clearly, the centroid and mean versions of the SSM can be run on binary RGB color
vectors, which are essentially a set of nomina l valued colors (red, green, blue, cyan,
magenta, etc.) in vector form. The results of these runs are shown in Figure 30. Much like
w ith the images before, the centroid version produces a scattered result w ith broken
regions since there is no good choice for centro ids. T his is because the centro ids must
represent whole blocks of heterogeneous items. Take the first centro id image: cyan, blue,
wh ite, and green are chosen to represent the four large blocks of the initia lly rando m ite m
arrangement. T hese four co lors are c lose to some items and yet very far from others by
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the polarized nature of the binary data. This trend continues until the blocks get small
enough that a homogeneous set of items exists in and around the blocks so that good
representative centroids can be chosen. At this point it is too late and the damage to the
global layout is already done. In the mean example, since items in blocks are blended a
good global layout can be established from the beginning. The later stages just refine the
edges of it. The mean SSM layout is not without fault though. There are some yellow
items that get separated and stranded due to the fact that the mean at the border of the
green and red regions does produce a dull yellow. Since the block size is small at this
point, and only local neighborhood jumps are possible, those yellow items have no way
of swapping out of their positions.
While the SSM does improve upon alternative data organization algorithms for
constrained grid layouts in terms of quality and efficiency, Figure 30 shows that its
centroid incarnation cannot handle sparse data well and that the algorithm is more greedy
overall than the alternatives. Due to the greediness, there is more potential to be trapped
by local minima because of the inability for items to jump globally, especially in the later
stages where block neighborhoods are small. In many cases these weaknesses are
acceptable given the superior speed at which results can be obtained, particularly when
using mean targets. Section Chapter 6 presents many applications where this is so.
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Chapter 5 Max Correlation Map
This section presents a data organization algorithm that has the same properties and
features as the SSM while working in an alternative way. Decisions to move data items
are dictated by the overall correlation of the map. The Max Correlation Map (MCM), as
this approach is called, is simpler than the SSM in design, while being more robust and
able to produce improved results. The strength of this technique is the global optimization
based on correlation. The major downside is that correlation is expensive to compute and
results in a higher overall computational cost than the other techniques that were
previously described.

5.1 Method
The major difference in the design ofthe MCM versus the SSM or SOM approaches
is reformulation ofthe problem as an optimization that uses the correlation coefficient as
an objective function directly. This makes the MCM approach more flexible and able to
generate organizations that are of higher quality globally than the other methods. It has
the ability to handle all types of data and layouts that the SSM can, with the addition of
being able to place items in structured layouts with some items being fixed and/or
enlarged or cells being removed.
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5.t.tProblem Definition
Here the problem of arranging data items into a structured layout is generalized
further in the context ofthe MCM.
Given a dataset fl , assume there is a dissimilarity function IS defined such that for

= t then o(s, t) = 0, otherwise o(s, t) ~ 0. Now

any two data items s and t in fl, if s
assume there is a structured layout
mapping M: fl

--+

r

r

that contains n cells, where n =

lfll.

We define a

as a function that assigns each data item in the dataset fl to a cell in

the structured layout f. M is occlusion-free if no more than one data item can be
assigned to any given cell in f. According to this definition, the SSM in Chapter 4 is an
occlusion-free map, whereas the SOM in Chapter 3 is not.
The objective is to find an occlusion-free map where the proximity of data items in
the structured layout correlates with the similarities among them. More formally, such a
map is one that attempts to maximize the following Pearson correlation coefficient:

p(M)=(J

1
(J

1jJ 0

where

•

L

;
(1/J(M(s),M(t))-ijj)(o(s,t)-8)
1 12 Vs,tE!1

(23)

l./JC·) is the distance between two cells, M(·) returns the cell to which a given item

is mapped, and where l{J and

8 are the

means and (JlJl and (J0 are the standard deviations

ofthe distance and dissimilarity measures, respectively.
Different distance functions, such as Euclidean distance or geodesic distance, can be
used to define 1./J(·,·). If we fix the structured layout rand the dataset fl , then the means
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and standard deviations are constant. Equation (23) can be simplified by defining
normalized cell distance and data dissimilarity measures as:

r.p ( ul V

) -_t/J(u~v)-1{;

1

a~

( )-o(s~t)-<5
Ll s1 t - ____:______;,__
a8

Thus, in simplified form, the equation becomes:

p(M)

L r.p(M(s)~M(t))

= l;l 2

·Ll(slt)

(24)

Vs,tEn

5.1.2

Cell Correlation

Here we consider an alternative way to compute p. Since the mapping function
M:

n~r

is one-to-one for an occlusion-free map, its inverse function M- 1 : r ~

n

exists. Equation (24) can also be expressed as:

p(M)

= l:l 2

L

I[J(ulv)

·Ll(M- 1 (u)~M- 1 (v)) = l~l

vu,vEr

L

Pu

(25)

uEr

where Pu evaluates how well the data item stored in a given cell u correlates with the
remaining cells. Here Pu is referred to as the cell correlation score and is computed using:

Pu(M)

= l~l

L I[J(u~v) ·Ll(M- (u)~M- (v))
1

1

(26)

vEr

Figure 31 visualizes the correlation scores for different cells. By definition in
Equation (25), the overall correlation of a given map is equal to the average of all cell
correlation scores.
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Figure 31: Left: An organization of I 024 random Lab color vectors. Right: Visualization of the correlation
scores at different cells, where high intensity represents high correlation score. In this instance
the lower left corner is the worst correlated area.

5·1·3

Partial Correlation Updates

Given a mapping M with its correlation p(M) evaluated, we first discuss how to
efficiently compute the correlation p(M') for the updated map M', which is obtained by
swapping two data items in M . The key to partially updating p lies in the fact that it can
be described as the sum of the cell corre lations, as shown in Equation (25). lftwo items,

s in cell u and t in cell v , are swapped then every cell correlation needs to be updated to
account for the change. This is done in two phases: First, the differences in correlation
between the old item placement and the new item placement must be applied to all other
cells, and secondly, the ce ll correlations for u and v need to be recomputed. These
operations can be described in the following way:
Pw

p:,_ =

+ IJl(w, u)(L1(M- 1 (w), t)- L1(M- 1 (w),s))

+IJl(w, v)(L1(M- 1 (w),s)- L1(M- 1 (w), t))

{

L

IJl(w, i) · L1(M- 1 (w), M- 1 (i))

ier

where

p:,_

is the new cell correlat ion score for cell w.
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If wE f\{u, v}

(27)
If wE {u, v}

Equation (25) can then be used as usual to compute the updated correlation p(M')
after the swap. By doing updates in this way, only the necessary changes to the cell
correlations are carried out and the recalculation of all cell correlations on every swap is
avoided.

Enumerated MCM Search with Pruning
One way to solve for the best mapping M: .0.

~

r

is by enumerating all possibilities

using "brute force" evaluation. Discussing this approach is useful for evaluation of the
optimal solutions of small datasets.
To enumerate all mappings we start with an empty map and fill the cells one by one
recursively. Once all of the cells are filled, we have an occlusion-free mapping. The
recursive process backtracks and continues forward again with a different items until all
possible mappings are evaluated and the one with maximum correlation is found. Even
though it is possible to find the true best mapping with this approach, the computational
cost is too high for practical use, as shown in Table I. In the rest of this section we
discuss a novel way of reducing the computational cost by pruning the recursive tree of
possible mappings being searched.
Table 1:

The number of solutions needs to be evaluated with and without pruning. Without pruning, the
solution space becomes impractical to search for maps as small as 4 x 4.
Map Size
3 x3
4 x3
4 x4

# of Solutions Evaluated w/o Pruning
362,880
479,001,600
20,922,789,888,000
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# of Solutions Evaluated w/ Pruning
6,043
66,099
21,380,134

Rather than na'ively examining each potential mapping independently, we can
consider the above brute force search process as depth-first traversal of a decision tree
with all possible mappings represented as leaves in the tree. We can prune a branch
during the traversal if we know none of the leaves in the branch has a higher correlation
than a known solution. To apply pruning, we need a way to compute an upper bound
correlation score

p

for a given partially filled map. The upper bound is computed by

assuming that each unfilled cell u is occupied by an ideal data item, whose dissimilarity
to any other cell v is identical to the distance between u and v. Hence, the upper bound
ofthe cell correlation score for a given cell u is:
Pu(M)

I
- {L
_

'f'(u,v) ·Ll(M- 1 (u),M- 1 (v))

+

vEF

I

'f'(u,v) 2

if u E F

vEr\F

'f'(u, v)z

if u E

(28)

T\F

ver

where F is a subset off containing occupied cells.
Summing together Pu(M) for all cells gives us the upper bound correlation score
p(N) for a partially filled map N. In this case, placing a data item s into a given cell u
means replacing the imaginary perfect data in u with the real data s, which will leave or
lower the correlation. Hence, if the upper bound p(N) is already smaller than the
correlation p(M) of an already found full map M, there will be no reason to conduct any
further search beyond the partial so lution N. This allows the corresponding subtree to be
pruned during the depth first traversal.
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In practice, a solution M should be computed using one ofthe faster techniques like
the SSM and its value p(M) uses as the initial pruning threshold. Once a better solution
M' (p(M')

> p(M))

is found during the traversal, the value p(M') is used instead. As

shown in Table I, pruning can greatly reduce the number of solutions that need to be
evaluated. It is also worth noting that during the traversal when a data item is filled into
an existing map N, the upper bound p(N') for the new map N' can be efficiently updated
based on the original p(N) using the approach discussed in Section 5.1.3.
While pruning does cut off searching to the leaves of the search tree in a lot of cases,
building up partial solutions through the inner nodes ofthe tree still requires a lot oftime.
In reality, even small problems are impractical to solve with this approach. Figure 34
shows the dramatic increase in search time even for small datasets.

Coarse-to-Fine Swap-based MCM Search
From studying the enumerated MCM search approach, it is clear that the
performance cost is too high to find the optimal one every time. The SSM on the other
hand is an approach that moves items around at a high level frrst, and then works its way
down to only moving things around in smaller and smaller regions until eventually the
region is one item. The hierarchical approach generates quality results very quickly, but
since it is primarily a local sorting algorithm problems can arise if a good global layout is
not achieved in the early stages.
Here an MCM search method is presented that addresses the locality issues
associated with the SSM by sorting based on the correlation score directly. For this
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method, data swapping is performed in a coarse-to-fine manner where the cells in the
map are initially grouped into a small number of large blocks. Each of the blocks is
further split into smaller blocks in the next block level, until the finest block level where
each block contains only one cell is reached. Figure 32 shows an example ofthis coarseto-fine block splitting scheme. At a given block level, the cell distance function is
adjusted to lj/(u, v)

= lfJ(C(u), C(v)), where function CO

returns the center cell for the

block that u belongs to. Once the distance measures are adjusted, the corresponding mean

lj;', standard derivation rJl/J,, and normalized distance 'l''(u, v) are updated as well. Such a
change in the distance measure ensures that 'l'' (u, v) = 0 as long as u and v belong to the
same block. Consequently, the exact cell position where a data item is placed inside a
given block does not matter, allowing the swap-based optimization to focus on moving
data into the proper block.
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Figure 32: Illustration of how data are swapped in three levels: 2 x 2 blocks (left), 4 x 4 blocks (middle),
and 8 X 8 individual cells (right). The neighborhood for the same red cell is marked with a red
dashed box, in which its swap partner (shown in blue) is randoml y selected.

To move data at a given block level, the algorithm cycles through every cell u in the
map and looking for a random cell in u 's block neighborhood to swap the data with. This
neighborhood is a 3 x 3 block window with the block ofu at the center, as seen in Figure
32. After the swap the correlation is updated using Equation (27). If the correlation
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increases the change is kept, otherwise it is reverted. Look to Figure 33 for pseudocode of
this MCM algorithm.
Randomly map the items from fl to cells in f;
whi1e block size b > l do {
Split each block into 4 smaller blocks and modify b;
Update if), 8, ay,, and a8 and t h en p at the new block size;
do {
for each cell u in r {
Select a random cell v f r om o ne of the 8 neighboring
blocks adjacent to u' s b l ock ;
Swap items M- 1 (u) and M- 1 (v);
Partially update p ;
if p decreased {
Swap M- 1 (u) and M- 1 (v) back ;
Partiall y update p;

whi1e changes have occurred
and the maximum number i terations is not reached;

Figure 33: Pseudocode of the MCM algorithm .

s.t.6

Comparison

Figure 34 contains a comparison between the enumerated Brute Force, MCM, and
SSM generated mappings. The implementations were in Java and only the Brute Force
one was multi-threaded. An Intel Xeon E5540 CPU with 4 cores at 2.53 GHz was used.
Note that while all of techniques place related colors together (i.e., light and dark hues)
and distinctly different colors apart (i.e., red, blue, green), the correlation ofthe SSM is
lower because it does not consider the global arrangement in as much detail as the others
do. For instance, intense colors should lie in the corners like in the Brute Force
arrangements but they do not in all of the SSM ' s. However, the search time for the Brute
Force algorithm at just 4 x 4 makes it impractical. The relative corre lations and
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similarity in visual quality between the MCM and Brute Force optimal are much closer
than those ofthe SSM making it the best compromise here.

Brute Force

MCM

SSM

T

= 0.333s, C = 0.816

T

= 5.567s, C = 0.863

T

= 0.122s, C = 0.806

T

= 0.132s, C = 0.835

T

= O.OlOs, C = 0.686

T

= 0.012s, C = 0.797

T = 0.014s, C = 0.590

Figure 34: A comparison of the Brute Force, SSM, and MCM algorithms. Times and correlations are
given .

5·1·7

Fixed Item Conditions

Figure 35: Top row: An organization of Lab color vectors. Bottom row: A fixed item is introduced .

The design of the MCM algorithm makes the implementation of fixed items (or
alternatively removed cells from the layout) straightforward. The most significant
consideration is that dissimilarities of comparisons with fixed items are weighted in the
correlation calculation by a multiplicative factor. The magnitude ofthe factor changes the
strength ofthe fixed item' s influence and is set at the user' s discretion. This prioritizes
the relationships of the fixed items with other non-fixed ones. Fixed items can also
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occupy a larger region than standard items without modification to the fundamenta l
design. Figure 35 shows an example of how a relatively large fixed item can affect the
organization of co lors.

5.2 Results
For cons istent comparison, the MCM is evaluated here with the same test data as the
SOM in Section 3.2 and SSM in Section 4.3.

5.2.1

Colors

Initial Items

SSM: T = 0.82s, C = 0.831

MCM: T =31m, C = 0.816

Figure 36: The organizations of 4096 Lab color vectors. The first image in the row is the starting set of
items in both cases. For comparison, the SSM result is shown. Total time and final correlation
between position and dissimilarity across the grid aligned maps is given below the respective
images. All implementations are single threaded Java ones running on a Intel Core 2 Duo
P8600 CPU at 2.4 GHz. Note that with this number of items the MCM is not as good of a
choice to do the organization as the SSM.

In Figure 36 the results of organizing a set of 4096 Lab color vectors into 64 x 64
cells using the MCM is shown. Th is is the same set of colors used in Section 4.3.1 with
the SSM. For this example the maximum number of iterations per level of the block
hierarchy was set to 10 to keep the processing time on this dataset down. Due to the low
number of iterations used by the MCM, the SSM generates a result of a higher correlation
score in the shortest time. The global layout ofthe MCM is actually better than the SSM
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due to its overall color wheel pattern because of the global correlation optimization being
done at the coarse block level. Conversely, at a fine level local noise is not smoothed
because small swaps do not have enough positive effect on the global correlation.

5.2.2

Images

The image test deals with a far smaller number of items and introduces a concept
dissimilarity matrix, described in Section 3.2.2, which needed to be converted to vectors
for both the SOM and SSM. When an MCM is used to organize the same set of images as
the SOM and SSM, as seen in Figure 37, the result is slightly better and practically the
time is not a factor with this number of items. Visually it appears to be of the same
quality, although the correlation is improved slightly, as it should with the MCM, the
speed ofthe organization is slower, as is also expected. The major benefit in this case is
simplicity because the MCM achieves the best layout of the three algorithms being
compared using the concept dissimilarity matrix directly instead of needing MDS
generated concept vectors to get a good layout like the others. Although it has the
potential to do the same thing, this is where the SSM with centroid representatives falters
since centroid items fail to represent intermediate targets for the polarized concepts used
here for the reason given in Section 4.4. The MCM does not exhibit the same concept
fragmentation using the dissimilarity matrix as the SSM with this type of data. The
reason for this is elaborated on in Section 5.3 below .
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Figure 37: The MCM layout of a collection of images expanded out of the query "Washington". The
images have color-coded borders relative to their category. The regions displaying " Denzel
Washington" (red), "Washington State" (yellow), " Washington DC" (blue), and "George
Washington" (green) are visible. Within the regions, visually similar images also neighbor one
another. Left is the standard arrangement while the right shows one with enlarged fixed items.
The collage is fitted to the fixed items.

Section 5.1.7 described the introduction of fixed item conditions in the context ofthe
MCM. Figure 37 shows an example of this in action with two double sized fixed items.
The result is interesting and shows the flexibility of the MCM in dealing with " obstacles"
in the layout.

5·3 Discussion
From looking at the results, the MCM bests the other methods except in terms of
time. This is because the calculation ofthe correlation coefficient, which is integral to the
swapping process, also slows it down, even if partial updates are used. T here is also a
loss of parallelism due to the partner selection regions overlapping. Even in light of the
losses, the quality improvement for small maps where performance is not an issue shows
worthwhile gains. Beyond that, the algorithm is significantly simpler than the SSM since
the need for the use of block representatives is eliminated as well as the need for shifted
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block groupings during the alignment stage. In essence, the MCM o nly consists of a
s ingle straightforward alignment stage that uses the correlation score as the guide for
swapping items.
In Section 4.4, the issue of bad organizations resulting from an SSM using centroid
representatives with no minal data was illustrated in Figure 30. The SSM works by
moving items around at a high level and then in smaller and smaller regions until
eventually the regio ns are one item. This hierarchical approach generates hig h quality
results very quickly, but the problem w ith polarized data like binary vecto rs is that
centroids cannot capture the important facets of the data at the top level. Due to this, the
global layout, which is a critical building block ofthe organizational process, suffers. The
subsequent levels of the organizational hierarchy do not recover because the SSM
approach is primarily a local sorting o ne that uses large blocks to do its g lo bal sorting
early o n. T he MCM rectifies this issue by eliminating the need for representative targets
altogether a nd organizing things globally.

Initial

MCM at different block sizes

c = 0.613

Figure 38: MCM running on binary RGB colors. Th is is the same set of data the SSM had trouble with in
Figure 30. In the case of the MCM , there is a logical progression to a result that is of higher
correlation and visual quality than th e SSM even with means. The MCM code did require
significantly more time at I minute.

Figure 38 shows the stages ofthe MCM arrang ing the same dataset. Its arrangement
is more correlated and more symmetrical. Also, the mixed segmentat io n after the first
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split when there are 4 large blocks is logical given the relationships between the primary
and secondary colors. The tradeoff is speed. The correlation updates, even partial
updates, take time. This forces the single-threaded Java implementation of the MCM
tested to take I minute to complete this organization of 32 x 32 vectors, as opposed to
the original SSM which takes less than a second to generate its version.
Overall, when it comes to quality structured layouts the MCM is generally the first
choice of the methods presented, especially if constraints like fixed items and removed
cells are to be imposed. A major issue is that the MCM is only worth waiting for when it
is organizing relatively quantities of items, otherwise, for time critical applications the
SSM should be considered as the alternative. A final drawback with the MCM' s coarseto-fine grained greedy approach is shown in Figure 36 where the global arrangement is
done well (color wheel) while the local arrangement is noisy. This makes sense given the
design of the algorithm since a greedy search is used. At a coarse level, the choice is
small and it is possible to find a good solution greedily. At a finer level there are too
many possible solutions so the greedy search becomes trapped in a local minimum. Local
minima are more evident in balanced datasets like random colors then many real world
datasets that contain more distinct items like images.
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Chapter 6 Applications
This section shows the results of the organizations of some varying data types.
Included types are artificial datasets, images and textures with varying feature vectors,
Wikipedia articles, and cities. The figures and discussion showcase the features of
structured layout style data organization under more practical circumstances than the
results sections ofthe previous chapters. All figures were generated using single threaded
Java implementations running on an Intel Core 2 Duo P8600 CPU at 2.4 GHz.

6.1 Artificial Data
The datasets presented in Figure 39 are commonly used to evaluate dimension
reduction techniques because their underlying topological structures are known [60]. The
swissroll is a 20 manifold embedded in 30 space. The broken swiss is similar but
exhibits discontinuities. The helix and twinpeaks datasets are non-linear. They are all
rendered in 30 in the figure to help realize the underlying structures in them.
Figure 39 presents the results ofMDS, SOM, SSM, and MCM run on these datasets.
Multiple outcomes are demonstrated in the figure . The most notable one is that none of
the techniques are able to organize the swissroll and broken swiss based on the
underlying topological structure when the Euclidean distance is used. An overlap
between the two layers ofthe 20 manifold manifests in the form of peppering (MDS and
MCM) and tangled regions (SOM and SSM), which is due the small Euclidean distance
between the two layers between overlapping layers.
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MDS

Euclidean Distance
SOM
SSM
(mean)

Geodesic Distance
MCM

MDS

SSM (cent)

MCM

Swissroll

Broken Swiss

Helix

Twin peaks

Figure 39: Results of di fferent approaches on four artificial datasets, each of which contains I 024 colorcoded 3D vectors. The original datasets are shown in th e left column, fol lowed by
organizations generated using existing dimension reduction methods and the SSM under two
different distance measures. For the existing approaches, both the layouts before (top) and after
(bottom) applying k-d tree alignment are shown .

One way to address the overlapping issue is to organize the data using geodesic
distance instead of Euc lidean dista nce. The geodesic distance between two data items 1s
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calculated along the shortest path between the two items that passes through other data
items. Hence, it measures the distance between data items along the 20 manifold and
forces the rolls to unwind. The geodesic distances must be represented using a distance
matrix so the SOM method cannot be applied due to the nature of the weight vector
updates it requires. The MCM, MDS and the SSM with centroid representatives can work
directly on the distance matrix and generate layouts that respect the underlying
topological structures. For the non-linear helix and twinpeaks datasets all techniques
generate logical results. The MDS results show blocky artifacts due to the k-d tree postprocessing used to adapt their raw organizations to the structured layout ofthe grid. The
geodesic MCM result is the smoothest of the helix ones with only a small number of
isolated items. The MCM is the only technique that separates the twinpeaks under both
distance measures. From the figure we can see that changing the distance measure can
have a significant effect on the outcome.

6.2 Images
In Section 2.2, previous research is discussed on how organizing images based on
visual similarities can improve the users ' browsing experience [40, 54). Although a
variety of techniques have been proposed for organizing images into complex structures,
such as clusters or networks [7], popular image search engines still present image search
results in a grid layout due to its simplicity.
Figure 40 illustrates how the SSM can rearrange image search results based on visual
similarities while still maintaining the conventional 20 grid presentation. Here the input
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is 64 images retrieved from Google Image Search using the query "E iffel Tower". To
ext ract visual information, the RGB color space is quantized into 64 bins to compute a
64-dimensional histogram for each image [52].

Figure 40: An SSM organized set of 64 Eiffel Tower images using color histogram vectors. Not only are
dark and light images placed together but ones with other properties like fireworks are also
clustered. Duplicated images (marked in green and red) retrieved from different sources are
also placed adjacent to each other as well.
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Besides organizing image search results obtained online, the SSM can also rearrange
existing image collections. Figure 41 shows the results obtained for the Brodatz texture
collection 1•

Figure 4 1: An SSM organized set of I 00 textures using g ist vectors. Notice how regions of structurally
similarity (i.e., round structures, cross hatching, or vertical lines) form.

1

Downloaded from http://www.ux.uis.no/-tranden/brodatz html
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For the texture collection a 320-dimensional gist [24] feature vector is computed for
each image [68]. Gist vectors are low dimensional representations of scenes and are
created by measuring edge responses from a series of convolutions on images using a
filter at different orientations. The distances between gist vectors can be used to measure
perceptual similarity [17] . Hence, the SSM result based on gist vectors effectively
separates texture images based on overall edge and structure patterns.
The inputs to the SSM in the two image experiments are high-dimensional vectors.
These vectors can be combined in the same way the hybrid concept and content vectors
were created in Section 3.2.2 to generate a feature descriptor that carries both color and
structure information. The dissimilarity between any two images is then measured by
computing a weighted sum of the normalized distances between their gist vectors and
histograms. Figure 42 presents a set of 1024 images obtained from Flickr using a variety
of queries. There are trees, roadways, waterfalls, pyramids, lightning, and so on. The
images are varied and have distinct color and structural signatures. The SSM separates
these images based on their overall gist scene feel and color. Even though from a high
level there are evident clusters resulting from the color signatures ofthe histograms, since
gist is given 75% of the weight in this arrangement the edge and structure based
description of the scenes is most influential. Figure 42 gives closer views of regions to
illustrate what the SSM does with these types of vectors. The first cutout shows images
with high frequency vertical line scenes like forests and waterfalls. The second shows
images with smooth features like desert dunes and pedals of flowers. The organization
that the SSM is generating exhibits the mixed properties of the hybrid vectors being used.
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Figure 42: An SSM organized set of I 024 Flickr photos using a combination of g ist and histogram
vectors. Regions of structurally similarity form because of gist, like the noisy forests and rivers,
and the smooth beaches and flowers marked and shown . Gist is favored in the result with 75%
of the weight, but the color histogram 's influence helps maintai n smooth tran sitions between
regions across the map. The total organizational time was II seconds at 50 iterations per block
size.
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6.3 Articles
The next experiment uses an SSM to organize the abstract non-vector data that is the
set ofWikipedia articles retrieved using the query "Washington". Due to the ambiguity of
the query, a diverse set of articles is retrieved, ranging from persons, to movies, to places.
The semantic relatedness between any two articles is computed using Wiki Miner [34].
As shown in Table 2, it is difficult to grasp relatedness information from the Wiki Miner
similarity scores directly. Hence, an effective organization method is desirable in this
circumstance. This is a typical nominal dataset where the mean operation cannot be
applied without vectorization of the matrix data like in Section 3.2.2. To organize this
data, the semantic relatedness values in Table 2 are negated to be used as dissimilarity.
Since this is sparse data, centroid selection will not work well (as shown in Section 4.4)
and since it is a small amount of data, an MCM (as described in Chapter 5) is used to get
a high quality result. The result shows the relation between things corresponding to
Denzel Washington and his movies, Washington DC and its landmarks, Washington
State and its neighboring states, as well as George Washington and the persons and
places related to him. Other data-driven properties emerge from the organization like the
Washington DC cluster and the George Washington cluster being placed adjacent to one
another because of their relatively high relatedness and the article Mount Vernon being
placed at the center because overall it is the most related to every other article based on
the matrix in Table 2.
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Table 2:

The semantic relatedness among different Wikipedia articles related to the query
" Washington" . Cells in the table are shaded based on the values for better visualization. The
shading helps to identify the cluster of arti cles related to Denzel Washington and his movies,
but the relations among the rest are unclear since they are somewhat interconnected.
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Figure 43: This is an organization of the "Wash ington" Wikipedia articles based on their relatedness
produced using an SSM. For better visualization, cells are shaded based on the cluster that the
article belongs to. Note that the cluster information is not available to the SSM a lgorithm, yet it
was able to group articles in the same cluster together using individual relatedness. Mount
Vernon is in the center because it is the article that is most sim ilar to every other (see Table 2).
The organization time was 0.7 of a second and the correlation is 0.668 .
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6.4 Cities
Tests using a dataset consisting ofthe major cities ofthe world are shown here. They
are represented using a data structure containing both real and nominal values. Each city
item A carries three properties: Its latitude Atat• longitude Atong• and the name of its
nation Anation· The objective is to place cities based on geological proximity, while at the
same time encouraging cities from the same nation to be clustered together. To achieve
this goal, we define the dissimilarity between two cities A and B to be based on both the
great-circle distance between the respective latitudes and longitudes, and their country
membership:
o(A,B)

= (Anation == Bnation ? a : 0)
+ (1

-a)

(29)
(

2r sin- 1

sin 2

Btat - Atat

2

+cos Atat cos Btat sin 2

Btong -A tong

2

where the first term represents the country influence, the second computes the greatcircle distance between the two cities (r being the earth's radius), and the a varies the
weight between the two terms.
Here boundary conditions are used so that the SSM generates something that is not
only accurate in terms city versus city dissimilarity, but also that viewers are familiar
with, namely the common world map; see Figure 44. The constraints across the northern
border of the map vary from 90°N, 180°W to 90°N,0° to 90°N, 180°E from the top left to
top middle to top right points. The other borders are given suitable constraints based on
their relative positions as well. The rest of the layout is then guided by the dissimilarity
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between cities. Note that the dissimilarity measure given in Equation (29) is merely a
proof of concept. Presumably, encoding different information about the relationships
between places (e.g., trade, lending, conflict, or aid) could produce other interesting
results describing po litical landscapes.
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Figure 44: The world 's largest 5 12 cities arranged by an SSM. The top shows the country fl ags of the
cities of the entire 32 x 16 organization followed by a zoomed in view, in which the city
names are marked. The total organization time was 3.3 seconds and the correlation is 0.836.

Figure 45 shows how an MC M can be used to arrange items of varying size. In it a
grid of world cities is produced where the proximity among the c ities is based on their
geographical distance and the sizes of the c ities indicate the ir impo rtance. All c ities are
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organized simultaneously. Alpha and Alpha+ cities, as per Figure 45, occupy four times
the area in the grid than the less important ones. For simplicity, a single cell city is not
allowed to move into the region occupied by an alpha city. For this reason we enlarge the
ne ighborhood w indow to 5 x 5 so that they have a better choice of places to move. Even
so, compro mises have to be made so that the single cell cities can fit aro und the alpha city
layout. For instance, Oslo and Istanbul are placed close together under Moscow w hich
then forces The Hague further from Amsterdam. Another compromise is Singapore being
hig her than it sho uld be w ith respect to Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok, yet w ith limited
space for a large city in that area the layout is sufficient.

Figure 45: A MCM organization for a set of g lobal cities. More important ones occupy four cells in the
grid.

Once structured layout of cities is g iven it is possible to build an interactive pyramid
by ha lv ing the map repeatedly until o ne cell remains at the top level of t he pyramid.
Every time a group of fo ur cells co llapses into one, a criter ion can be used to choose the
c ity to p lace in the new cell; hig hest population for instance. T his is a style of hierarch ical
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visualization is similar to the 30 blob approach described in Section 2.2 and can be
applied to other data types by modifying the comparison criterion.
Another use of c ity o rganization w ith a different o bjective is shown in Figure 46. A
table of links to cheap hotels in popular destination c ities from the trave l website Expedia
is taken as input. T he c ities are arranged by geographical distance o nly in this case. The
out put from the SSM is a table that facilitates searching by proximity s ince destinations
that are close to one another and can be found by checking their neig hborhoods.
Cheap Hotels in las Vegas

Icheap Hotels in Ottawa I

Cheap Hotels in Honolulu

Cheap Hotels in Chicago

Cheap Hotels in Toronto

Cheap Hotels in london

Cheap Hotels in Paris

Cheap Hotels in Rome

Cheap Hotels in Montreal

Cheap Hotels in Niagara Falls

Cheap Hotels in Quebec

Cheap Hotels in Richmond

Cheap Hotels in New York

Cheap Hotels in Victoria

Cheap Hotels in Orlando

Cheap Hotels in Seattle

Cheap Hotels in Vancouver

Cheap Hotels in Calgary

Cheap Hotels in Los Angeles

Cheap Hotels in San Diego

Cheap Hotels in Edmonton

Cheap Hotels in Anaheim

Cheap Hotels in Banff

Cheap Hotels in Halifax

(a) Layout used by Expedi a (extracted from www.expedia.ca/hotels)

Icheap Hotels in Ottawa I

Cheap Hotels in Rome

Cheap Hotels in london

Cheap Hotels in Quebec

Cheap Hotels in Paris

Cheap Hotels in Halifax

Cheap Hotels in Montreal

Cheap Hotels in Banff

Cheap Hotels in Edmonton

Cheap Hotels in Calgary

Cheap Hotels in Niagara Falls

Cheap Hotels in Vancouver

Cheap Hotels in Richmond

Cheap Hotels in Victoria

Cheap Hotels in New York

Cheap Hotels in Toronto

Cheap Hotels in los Angeles

Cheap Hotels in Seattle

Cheap Hotels in Las Vegas

Cheap Hotels in Chicago

Cheap Hotels in Honolulu

Cheap Hotels in San Diego

Cheap Hotels in Anaheim

Cheap Hotels in Orlando

(b) SSM layout based on distances
Figure 46: Different organizations for a small set of cities. Even for such a small set, fi nding destinations
in the vici nity of a given city, say Ottawa, from the Expedia layout can be difficult. The SSM
layout a llows users to limit their search within a smaller neighborhood. Note th at no boundary
conditions were used in this case.

Figure 46 and Figure I, which presents weather data attached to c ities, are generated
in the same way by a SSM. Note that it is the c ities and their metadata of locat io n and
co untry membership that drive the organizatio ns, while it is the data attached to the
subsequent results that change the use case of the visualizations. In the first case it is
show ing links and in the second examining weather.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
Dimension reduction is a well-studied field. The problem of reducing high
dimensional data to 2 or 3 salient dimensions has been approached fro m countless
mathematical ang les. Some approaches require linear input data (e.g., MDS), and some
deal w ith non-linear (e.g., SOM, Sammon, LLE). Some approaches output to continuous
space (e.g., MDS, Sammon, LLE), while others output to an unconstrained grid (e.g.,
SOM). This thesis diverges from past approaches in that it considers the problem of data
organization from a sorting perspective with structured layouts fo r easy, balanced,
occlusion-free visualization as the end goa l. Data can have many facets; it can be
numeric, multi-dimensional, linear, non-linear, non-numeric, or a combination of one or
more ofthese. The only stipulation is that a measure ofpairwise diss imilarity be defined
over the set of input. The layout can vary in shape, dimension, and constraint; it might be
square, rectangular, circular, or tree-like; it might be 1D, 2D, 30, or more; it can have
boundary conditions or arbitrarily removed or fixed positions. The only stipulation is that
there are enough locations for each data item to uniquely occupy one of them. The reason
for studying this alternative approach to data dimensionality reduction and subsequent
organization is that structured arrangements of this type are suited for direct renderings
and intuitive presentation.
Three novel algorithms have been presented throughout the body of this work. All
three organize data on the principle that proximity should reflect similarity. With this
principle in mind, results fro m the algorithms are evaluated using the Pearson correlat ion
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coefficient where the more that distance and dissimilarity positively correlate across all
pairings of items, the higher the quality of the result overall. The frrst algorithm is an
adaptation of existing techniques. It uses a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [29] to first
arrange data in a semi-structured way and then a k-d tree [3] to fit the result to a fully
structured layout. The second algorithm draws inspiration from the first, as well as other
dimension reduction, sorting, and clustering techniques, but it is designed around the
specific requirements of organizing arbitrary data into structured layouts. It is called the
Self-Sorting Map (SSM) [51] due to its pseudo-sorting of data in the layouts. The third
algorithm is a significant alteration of the SSM. It shares the same input and output
characteristics of the SSM but differs from the SSM in that does not primarily focusing
on local adjustments to the layout from coarse to fine levels. It considers movements
globally by optimizing directly on the correlation coefficient that is used to evaluate the
results of all ofthe techniques presented. It is called the Max Correlation Map (MCM).
On the whole, the SOM technique performs well with vector data but is limited to
that. Since the SOM has no constraint on how many items can be placed in a location, the
results have to be post-processed in a structured way by a k-d tree. Overall the results
tend to exhibit the balancing property of the SOM, which the alternative dimension
reduction techniques presented lack, even after structuring. In the end, this method can
generate adequate results but lacks the speed and flexibility needed to achieve the goal of
this thesis.
The SSM is a novel a lgorithm for organizing and visualiz ing data. It consolidates
many ideas and features from some established dimension reduction, clustering, and
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sorting techniques like the flexible dissimilarity matrix input of MDS, the balanced and
structured output of the SOM, the speed and parallelism of shell sort, and the target
converging nature of k-means. It blends the ideas of these and yet it has an alternative
objective. Instead of solving the continuous optimizing problem, as many other
dimension reduction approaches do, the SSM transforms it into a discrete labeling
problem. As a result, it can organize a set of data into a structured layout guaranteeing no
overlap. The SSM is more flexible than the SOM-based approach in terms of input. It can
organize numeric data, like its counterpart, or non-numeric data using a provided
dissimilarity matrix. The key improvement of the SSM over the SOM-based approach
with respect to the goal here is that it avoids organizing data indirectly through weight
vectors like the SOM, instead it works on the actual data directly. This makes it possible
to organize non-numeric nominal data without computing a contrived numeric average
between items. The SSM is fully parallel by design and as such can run efficiently on
high-performance hardware. It is the most scalable structured layout generator of those
presented. As shown, using a GPU tens of thousands of data items can be organized in a
fraction of a second, and over a million in close to six seconds. These are excellent
speeds for integration into interactive search and visualization applications.
The final algorithm, the MCM, improves upon the SSM in terms of quality. The
reason for the quality boost is that it actively seeks to maximize the correlation score
holistically whereas the SSM bases decisions on minimizing local dissimilarity. The
MCM algorithm is considerably simpler in implementation and more robust in execution
than the SSM but it is also considerably slower. At this stage it is only useful for
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relatively small numbers of items. The overhead of updating the correlation is too
computationally expensive, even when using the more efficient incremental method
derived and presented.
To prove the usefulness of structured data layouts, and particularly these techniques
for generating them, experiments on different types of data show that these algorithms
can be successfully applied to a variety of applications. The applications range from
rearranging image search results based on visual similarities, to visualizing semantic
relatedness between articles, to the generation of alternative yet intuitive world maps.
Limitations of certain techniques are uncovered throughout the tests, and solutions are
posed for them.
Overall, the results show how these novel algorithms can produce high quality
organizations that strive for topology preservation of input data within the confines of a
given output structure. In particular, the SSM technique is quite scalable to larger datasets
than the others due to the efficient parallel implementation that its design lends itself to.
The MCM, on the other hand, can be effective at handling awkward polarized datasets,
varied item sizes, and modified fixed item layouts that the other techniques have trouble,
or the inability, to work with. As a body of work, this thesis makes inroads into the
demonstration of the utility the proposed algorithms in the area of structured layout
generation from arbitrary data as well as the utility of structured layouts for visualization
in general.
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Appendix
Image Query Expansion
The process of obtaining query-expanded image search results warrants elaboration
since it is not straightforward.
Images retrieved using a user specified query do not carry metadata with conceptual
information. To address this problem, as well as to obtain a set of conceptually diverse
images, conceptual query expansion is applied to discover different concepts related to
the input query. The concepts are then used to diversify the image search results, as well
as for generating conceptual feature vectors for the images found.
Wikipedia is used as the knowledge base for the query expansion process in this case
because it is an excellent source of information for the purposes of image search since it
includes a large number of diverse articles describing people, places, and things. It is
densely structured, with hundreds of millions of links between articles within the
knowledge base. Most of the articles also contain various representative images and
associated textual captions.
The query expansion mechanism [21] works by finding the article that best matches
the user-supplied query Q (referred to as the home article) using Wikipedia's search
feature. In the case where query Q is ambiguous and Wikipedia suggests multiple links,
the ones with higher commonness values are used as home articles. Here the
commonness value of an article is calculated based on how often it is linked to by other
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articles. In analyzing Wikipedia, it can be observed that the in-link articles (ones having
links to a home article) and out-link articles (ones to which a home article links) often
provide meaningful information that is closely related to one of the home articles, and
hence the query. As a result of this, these linked articles are located and their titles are
extracted as candidates for related concepts.
For some queries, the total number of linked articles found might be very high and
some of them may not be closely related to the query. To mitigate this, a filtering step is
necessary to ensure the quality of the concepts that are extracted. The filter ing is
performed using the semantic distance between each linked article and its corresponding
home article. The so-called Wikipedia Link Measure (WLM) [34] is used for this
purpose, which applies Normalized Google Distance (NGD) [9] to the domain of
Wikipedia articles. The NGD between any two articles a and b is calculated using the
hyperlink structure of the associated articles to determine how much they share in
common. That is:

NGD ( a, b)

IBI))- log(IA n Bl)
log(IWI) -log(min(IAI, IBI))

log(max( IAL

= -------,--------,--

(30)

where A and B are the sets of all articles that link to the article of a and b, respectively,

W is the set of a ll articles on Wikipedia, and operator 1·1 computes the number of articles
in the set. The distance obtained lies in the range [0,1], with a smaller value indicating a
higher degree of re latedness.
Once the semantic distance measures for all linked articles are calculated, they are
sorted in ascending order. The titles of the top N articles are then selected as related
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concepts. Given a query Q and the corresponding related concepts {Rk 11 ~ k ~ N}, a set
of N sub-queries is generated by combining the query with each related concept. Each
sub-query ( Q, Rk) (where (-, ·) is a concatenation operator that appends a space between
the two arguments) is then used to retrieve a set of images from the Web. To avoid
duplicate images returned for different sub-queries, a union operation is performed when
combining the result sets. All images retrieved are tagged with the corresponding concept
Rk. The final set of results contains a diversified concept tagged collection of images that
all stem from the common point of the original query Q.
To get a picture of what occurs during query expansion in an ambiguous case where
the original query exhibits many facets, the expansion ofthe query "Washington" will be
outlined. This single word query can commonly be considered as a political figure, state,
capital, and/or actor. As a result, when given the query " Washington", a Wikipedia
search will return multiple articles related to "Washington", but under each of the
different perspectives. Articles having higher commonness scores, such as "George
Washington", "Washington State", " Washington DC", and "Denzel Washington" are
then selected as home articles. All articles linking to or linked from one of the home
articles are considered as candidates for related concepts. The top N candidates with
smallest semantic distances are then used for generating sub-queries (e.g., "Washington
Monument" and " White House" for the home article "Washington DC"; "Martha
Washington" and "Benjamin Franklin" for the home article "George Washington", and so
on). In the end a tree of expanded queries is produced that is rooted at "Washington",
then branches into "George Washington", "Washington State", "Washington DC", and
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"Denzel Washington", and then from those branches into sub-queries related to each. For
the purposes ofthis thesis the expansion is halted at this first level of sub-queries after the
initial home article generation.
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eventually got an offer. Thank you Corrina Cortes! You may be short on stature but you
are big on heart!
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Before leaving for New York City I set wheels in mot ion to do an exchange at
NTNU University in Trondheim, Norway after the internship. By wheels I mean begged
for money to do the trip from NSERC with another application about the life-altering,
world-changing, dynamic, buzzword-filled vision I had for the work I would accomplish
wh ile studying aboard. In reality I wanted to do all ofthese things, plus my brother had
just moved there for a job so that narrowed down my choice of location to the "few
places in the world to do work like this", which happened to be Trondheim.
During the fall I spent at Google in NYC I frankly had a ball. I met tons of great
people inside the company walls and out. Tomasz Zurkowski (lunchtime burrito fanatic) ,
Yuriy Znovyak (sushi connoisseur), and Nemanja Petrovic (my mentor), if it was not for
you guys I would still be debugging memory leaks in C++. My ice cream adventuring
partners Andreea Gane and Gillian Chin; nobody worked as hard as us to eat so bad.
Special thanks to Stephanie Chan for guiding us interns around the city on adventures
courtesy of the company, and especially for introducing us to the street meat cart on 53 rd
Street. Sketchy food never tasted so good! There were way too many good times to list
here so I will just sum it up in one word: scooters.
Near the end of my time at Google I received a mass email from some graduate
student conference organizers in the company that were looking for referrals for
underrepresented grad students in the academic world that met a certain criteria. I read
the criteria, realized I fit it, convinced myself I was underrepresented, and submitted my
own name.
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A little while after that I received word from NSERC that I would be getting the
money for the trip to Norway I had set the wheels moving on before I went to Google.
My face hurt from smiling for the next hour or so. I booked the flights for the end of
January.
A little while after that I got word back that I was invited to come to the Google
Grad Student Forum in Silicon Valley that I had referred my own self to. The point ofthe
thing was to visit the Google HQ and hang out with a bunch of other grad students simply
to network. I replied I was too busy and ... no I didn 't! I obviously accepted the invitation.
The grinning continued. It actually turned out that the Google conference slotted
perfectly into the time frame of when I would be able to go a couple days before I had to
leave for Norway. All was well in the world.
Before leaving Google I did interviews for a full time position, like you would. I left
for home two days before Christmas.
Late January I went to San Francisco. I enjoyed the conference, meeting fantastic
folks and had a hilarious time sight-seeing around SF after it was over with Omid Mola
and Daniel Orozco whom I had just met at the conference. Thanks for having my back
around the city guys, especially in that "non-legit" hotel we decided to stay in on the
cheap; and thanks for not taking up too much room in the king-sized bed we three were
forced to share in said hotel room!
Two days later I was on a plane to Trondheim, Norway. After some harrowing wind
shears and what felt like nearly crashing a couple times on the way into Vrernes airport I
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arrived safe and sound. Let me tell you though, there were shrieks and barf bags were
being exercised all over the place on that plane. I just sat and clenched everything. I spent
a life-changing four months in Norway. I fell in love with the place and the
people ... everything except the prices. Driving the crazy roads in my brother's underpowered, over-sized van, hiking up glorious untouched mountains and snowboarding
down, and generally hanging around with some of the most active and fun people I will
ever meet. Deter fantastisk! That was just the fun stuff. At NTNU I met creative thinker
and debugging master Rune Jensen. I am indebted to you for your help with my research!
Also for wacky knowledge about alternative space stations and ahead of the curve 27
inch 120Hz monitors. I have to thank IvarNikolaisen for allowing me to invade his office
for four months. I hope you finally got your dream machine set up and purring nicely!
My stomach thanks Gunnar Inge for the introduction to gmt (Norwegian rice
porridge) ... every Friday. And last but not absolutely, positively, not least, none of the
trip would have ever been possible without the response from and subsequent gracious
hosting of Anne Elster. You were my point of contact at NTNU the first and the last.
Thank you so much for opening up your research group and home to me. I will visit for
the best chili ever any time you are making and offering it. Texas must have rubbed off
on you a bit in that respect! Do you think the government will give me a visa to come
"study" chili?
Before leaving Norway, while I was on an extreme snowshoe excursion in the woods
(basically jumping off whatever it was possible to climb up) and I received a call from a
Google recruiter Cyndi Tran (another thanks here) confrrming that based on the
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internship and interviews and everything else, they were offering me a full time position
in Mountain View in Silicon Valley. Funny enough that happened to be the same office I
had visited during the Google Grad Student Forum I had attended months prior. I said no
I was too busy and . .. no I didn't! Cyndi got a resounding yes. When I hung up I was
speechless in thought at the rollercoaster, nay, rocket ship, my life had been on up to that
point. It was hard to believe how much I had been in the right place at the right time and
how well everything had clicked together perfectly. As my mind wandered I snapped
back to the sound of my brother's voice coaxing me across the log I was on, in
snowshoes, over a frigid cold and running river. I promptly tripped over a couple of the
log's branches, caught myself at the other end, and proceeded to barrel up the mountain
through thigh-high snow in my jeans (a little ill-prepared I admit).
I left Norway at the limit of my stay time. After returning home I resumed my duties
as a MUN Ph.D. Candidate and set a course to clue up all loose ends of my research and
finish writing this thesis. Upon my re-arrival to MUN I noticed that while some old
friends had finished and moved on, and new friends had started and moved in. During the
past months I have had the pleasure of meeting and greeting all of them. For instance,
Dominick Feininger, Germany exchange student and all around bicycling fiend. Thanks
for the brake-less fixie by the way! I am not dead yet! Another addition to the crew was
Esteban Ricalde, who has assumed the role of CS grad student representative. And there
are so many more. You guys and girls are the heart and soul ofthe department as far as I
am concerned. You are some of the most genuine people I have ever met and look out for
each other like brothers and sisters. I am better having known you.
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So that is it. Maybe the longest acknowledgements section in the history oftheses?
After all of everything I just went through and the thanks I passed out, I would like to end
with this. Regardless of what you believe, there is no doubt in my mind that the favor on
my life comes from somewhere, or more specifically someone. He deserves the final and
everlasting thanks.

Let not mercy and truth forsake you; Bind them around your neck, Write them on the
tablet of your heart, And so find favor and high esteem in the sight of God and man. Proverbs 3:3-4
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